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ReConnectEd acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of country throughout Australia and
their connections to land, sea and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past,

present and emerging, and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples today. Sovereignty for these lands has never been ceded and there is no justice

without First Nations justice. 
 



Document and share student participation approaches and initiatives
Support reflective practices among those working to increase student participation
Develop and share access to resources 

Welcome to issue 1 of ReConnectEd. This is a new online journal centred on student voice, agency
and participation.

You may have been aware of the long-running publication Connect, which came out from 1979 to
2021. ReConnectEd aims to carry on the legacy of and build on the essence of its predecessor,
Connect Magazine. It aims to:

ReConnectEd’s purpose is to place student participation at the centre of both primary and
secondary school learning and governance. As such we focus on showcasing how student
participation can be extended to various school and classroom practices, and place students at the
centre of school policy development and implementation. Additionally, ReConnected aims to
highlight the need for co-agency to occur across students, teachers and the community alike to
allow these discussions to occur. 

ReConnectEd wishes to include a variety of authors: students, teachers, academics and researchers,
and community members - and to make its articles accessible to a wide range of readers. 

ReConnectEd is being published as a labour of love by an editorial committee of school students
(current and immediately ex), school teachers, academics, policy workers and members of
supportive organisations. See the website: for details and subscription to the publication.

ReConnectEd is being hosted by the Australian Council for Student Voice. It is available as a
blog-style set of web pages, and also as a PDF-style document.

This issue of ReConnectEd introduces you to the journal. In it, you will find articles that challenge you
and hopefully inspire you. Roger Holdsworth writes about the need for the continuation of
reflection, documentation and sharing of resources and practices in the classroom; Chris Bush has
revived Connect’s Student Voice Audit, creating an online version for schools to assess their level of
Student Voice integration; Laura Newman gives teachers a guide to empowering themselves, their
students and those around them; Ester Koelle and Linh Dang discuss how student voice and
agency can be implemented in the classroom and beyond through relationship building and
community connections; and last but not least, Sophie Cartelli discusses Rosanna Primary
School's newly revised Deep Leaning Protocol's designed by Prep students. 

The second issue of ReConnected is 'Tiny Humans, Big Voices' centring student voice and agency in
Primary Schools. The deadline for this issue will be the 1st July. Additionally, our third and last issue
for the year will centre on 'Curriculum and pedagogy'. This deadline will be in October. If any of you
would like to contribute an article to this Issue please contact
reconnected@studentvoice.org.au

 
 

Linh Dang
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ED ITOR 'S  NOTE

https://www.studentvoice.org.au/publications/reconnected
mailto:reconnected@studentvoice.org.au
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ROGER HOLDSWORTH

LINH DANG

LAURA NEWMAN
.Laura is a humanities and media educator with interests in student agency, culturally responsive
teaching and literacy. She is the Executive Officer of Social Education Victoria, a subject
association for teachers of politics, sociology, civics and citizenship. Laura has also worked as a
lecturer and clinical teaching specialist at the Melbourne Graduate School of Education. As an
unapologetic education geek, she has written about social education and developed content for
organisations such as the ABC, the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority as well as in
Social Education Victoria’s journal, Ethos

Roger Holdsworth was an innovative secondary school teacher, curriculum consultant, youth
sector policy worker, University researcher/writer/lecturer and independent consultant. From
1979 to 2021 he edited and published the practice journal Connect: 42 years and 250 issues. 

Linh is a recent high school graduate and editor of ReConnectEd with a passion for student voice.
Linh served two terms on the Victorian Student Representative Council (VicSRC) from 2020-2022,
where she advocated for student voice and agency in schools and high-level decision-making
processes . During her term, Linh worked heavily in the areas of consent education, respectful
relationships and mental health where she was able to influence major reforms such as the
Schools Mental Health reform. Linh is currently the editor of ReConnectEd and education
facilitator. 

MEET  THE TEAM

SIENNA GLADSTONE

Sienna is a year 12 VCE student from regional South West Victoria. Her passion for student voice
encompasses the areas of consent education, mental health and neurodiverse inclusion within
schools. She is currently serving her third term as a student executive advisory committee
member for VicSRC and holds the Victorian state title for Lions Youth of the Year.
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MITCHELL  SPRAGUE

LEW Z IP IN 

MARIE  BRENNAN

Mitch has a passion for student voice, and his student voice journey started with the Victorian
Student Representative Council. Mitch worked as part of the Student Executive Advisory
Committee from 2018 – 2020. He provided advice to both state and federal governments on
student voice and agency within educational policy, focusing on areas of environmental education,
indigenous inclusion, and LGBTQIA+ inclusion. Mitch is currently the National Convenor of the
Australian Council for Student Voice. He works as part of a dynamic team which stretches across
Australia and provides strategic guidance and governance to the organisation, working in
collaboration to advocate for greater student involvement in decision-making and agency in
education.

Lew Zipin holds honorary positions with the University of South Australia, Stellenbosch University,
South Africa; and Victoria University, Melbourne. His research focuses on curriculum activity that
engages students from marginalised social positions by connecting school-subject knowledge to
funds of knowledge, based in students’ community life-worlds, which address problems that
matter for social and planetary futures. Students identify, research, and act on those problems, in
collaboration with teachers, academics and community residents. In the process, young people
develop knowledgeable voice and agency to advance futures of inclusive and co-participatory
social justice.

Marie Brennan retired in 2016 after 25 years in five Australian universities. She has honorary
positions at the University of South Australia, Stellenbosch University, South Africa and Victoria
University, Melbourne. Her earlier career was as a humanities teacher in Victorian technical
schools, then working in the Education Department as a researcher with schools, co-leading the
School Improvement Plan and then working in the Ministry’s Policy Unit. Marie continues to write,
research and contribute to community groups, supporting young people, families and teachers in
community-based research and activism. 

Adam Brodie-McKenzie is driven to promote student voice and agency from systems level to the
classroom. He is currently a Lecturer at the Melbourne Graduate School of Education. Adam
previously was the inaugural Master Teacher of Humanities at the Victorian Academy of Teaching
and Leadership as well as a Learning Specialist in Student Agency at University High School. He
has written and presented on developing meaningful student voice and agency across sectors,
locally and globally

ADAM BRODIE-MCKENZIE
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Maybe it’s just me… Maybe I’m just out of
the loop now …

But … are things rather quiet out there?

Let me expand on what I mean, and what
concerns me.

In November 2021 I published the final issue
of a practice journal called Connect that I’d
been editing and disseminating bi-monthly for
42 years: 250 issues. I started it as a
classroom teacher in Melbourne in late 1979,
to share information about approaches in
which I’d been involved and about which I was
being asked for advice: a cross-age tutoring
program, a school-based student-run multi-
lingual community newspaper, the
development of a small ‘democratic’
community school and so on.

THE DISTURBING SOUND OF SILENCE 

It grew from there, with increasingly more and
more people contributing their stories,
including about students’ participation in
school governance, and writing about what
they’d learnt from their practices. Other
teachers contributed; students wrote about
their passions and practices; organisations
shared their initiatives around students on
committees and boards – and about their
support for participatory classrooms. 

It was initially only a print publication, then
was available both in print and online, and
eventually became solely an electronic
publication. All back issues are still available,
still useful (I hope) both to describe the
trajectory of change (in an area that was
initially called ‘youth participation in
education’, then ‘student participation’ and 

First Issue of Connect Magazine Nov, 1979

Roger  Ho ldswor th

Last issue of Connect Magazine Nov, 2021
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Reflect on practices about student voice,
agency and participation in primary and
secondary schools, classrooms and
systems;
Systematically document these practices,
and
Share these stories with others.

eventually adding in ‘student voice and
‘student agency’), and also to communicate
abiding great ideas and practices:
https://research.acer.edu.au/connect/

The journal had three major intentions: it was
dedicated to supporting people (students,
teachers, consultants, school leadership,
policymakers and others) to:

Along the way, it also reviewed, developed
and shared resources to help in that work.
It seemed right to stop ‘neatly’ at that point in
2021, to see if the need still existed and, if so,
to encourage the ‘next generation’ to look at
ways in which such ends could be met. From
describing myself for many years as a ‘failed
retiree’, it seemed about time to finally
succeed at something.

However, looking back over the last
subsequent (almost) 18 months, I’m struck by
the silences in these areas. 

Though again, let me reiterate, it may be me,
being now out of the loop. There might be a
lot happening out there. But I haven’t heard
about it, even though I’m still interested. If I
haven’t heard about it, I suspect others may
not have heard either.

While a Facebook page called Student Voice
Research and Practice still exists, there’s
not been a lot shared there for a while, and
what has been, has been about system level
advocacy or training or research, not about
school or classroom level practice;
The International Journal for Student
Voice has not been published for a while...
though Dana Mitra advises me that an issue
is coming in a few months
Planned Student Voice conferences (online
or face to face) in Australia and the USA
didn’t go ahead in 2022. However, there has
been a recent online Symposium in Australia
this year, organised by the Australian
Council for Student Voice (ACSV) and
again I’m advised that the good people in
Vermont’s UP for Learning have taken on
the initiative for a US-based international
event later this year.

And I worry that there’s more ‘evidence’ of the
silence:

Does this silence matter? Perhaps there’s just a
‘natural cycle’ in such activities, with the previous
strong activity of the last couple of decades in
particular currently ebbing. I remember a similar
phase here in Australia in the late 1980s
following a strong attention to ‘student
participation’ earlier in that decade; check Peter
Mildenhall’s article ‘Wither/Whither on the Vine’
in Connect 53 in October 1988

It may be that other imperatives have emerged
for schools and systems: perhaps the
educational responses to COVID have had a role.
Perhaps schools have been so busy maintaining
some form of ‘teaching and learning’ following 

https://research.acer.edu.au/connect/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/studentvoicepage
https://ijsv.psu.edu/
https://www.studentvoice.org.au/
https://www.studentvoice.org.au/
https://www.upforlearning.org/
https://www.upforlearning.org/
https://www.upforlearning.org/
https://research.acer.edu.au/connect/vol1988/iss53/
https://research.acer.edu.au/connect/vol1988/iss53/
https://research.acer.edu.au/connect/vol1988/iss53/
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the COVID era, initially online and then
blended and then returning to classrooms,
that the momentum previously established
through face-to-face classroom and networks
may have dissipated. Perhaps the strength of
practices relied upon the commitment to
‘informal student voice’ in the relationships
between students and teachers that
underpin the formal aspects, and this
became challenged during this time of
distancing. 

Perhaps the totally understandable
responses to providing support around
student mental health and wellbeing became
a priority that swept aside the focus on
student-teacher relationships in the
classroom, school and system partnerships.
Good questions and wonderings … and
questions that would be valuable to explore
in partnerships between the experts: the
students, the teachers, the parents, the
educational leaders, the communities, the
researchers and others.

But I continue to argue that the underlying
approaches that have driven us for at least
50 years, and that resulted in the intentions
of Connect, remain important and that we
need to make a conscious and concerted
effort to maintain these. Reflections,
documentation and sharing remain vital if
we’re to challenge the silence.

So here are a few impertinent comments
about what I think I learnt, in working with
you as an editor and sharer of your stories:

Reflection
Reflection is at the core of strengthening and
improving – and even maintaining – your own
practices. The first step is to think about 

what you’ve been doing – and maybe still are
doing. What is actually happening? How do we
know? Do different people see what’s happening
differently?

In reflecting on an initiative, so we can improve
its operation and outcomes, we’re able to collect
valuable different perspectives: how do students
experience what is happening? How about
different groups of students, especially those
most often excluded from participation and
success? How do teachers, parents, school
leadership experience it?

Some questions could be asked formally: what
actually occurred? (Was it different from what
was intended? Why?) Who was involved? How?
Who wasn’t? Why?

What were the outcomes? How do we know?
What were the intended outcomes and what
were unintended? What do we learn from the
experience? If we did it again, what would we do
differently? 

Write down all this information, these views and
perspectives, results of surveys and focus
groups and discussions – haphazardly if
necessary. Then look through the information,
perhaps with a diverse group of participants and
others. What patterns do you notice?

What does it tell us for our own development?
What’s the next step?

Systematic Documentation
The next step is to organise those reflections
into a story. I remember that the late Professor
Art Pearl often said: “If it hasn’t been written
about, it hasn’t happened.” The story ‘captures’
the events – for you, and eventually for others. 
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Memory alone is fallible and foolable. The
development of the story starts in the process
of making sense of reflections, both for
yourselves, but also in preparation for sharing
with others. I like to start with sub-headings to
organise the account.

What came first? Why did you start this
initiative? Why there; why then? What were
you responding to?

Describe, as ‘objectively’ as you can, what
happened: what you did, and what you
encountered. 

Did it go smoothly, or as you expected? What
emerged as facilitators or barriers? How did
you respond?

And then collect together any evidence/data
about outcomes: comments from participants,
formalised evaluations and so on.

And finally, what advice would you have for
your younger self, or for others considering
something similar? What’s the next phase of
the story for you?

Sharing
Once you have that all together, I’d strongly
encourage you to share your story and what
you learned. Others may be faced by similar
challenges or be interested in similar
approaches; your experience will be
invaluable. In fact, I remain convinced that
hearing/reading/learning about real practices
in sufficient detail to try something similar, is
the most likely way that broader change
occurs.

Have a think about how your story
communicates to others. What have you
assumed about your situation and
circumstances? What is unique, and what
perhaps more common? How can you present
the different voices and perspectives? (I’ve
sometimes suggested a layout of ‘boxes’ on the
page to make it look interesting and to highlight
the contributions from different groups and
people.)

Convey your critical learnings. One of the most
frustrating aspects of editing such stories for
Connect over the years, was having to ask
contributors to be critical, not just boastful. I can
understand the pressures on schools, in a
climate of explicit or implicit competition
between schools, to paint practices in positive
lights, despite any hurdles encountered or mis-
steps made. But we learn less from the rose-
coloured glasses, than from a sharing of the
exploration of dead-ends and difficulties – and
how these were overcome.

In sharing your story, think also about audience:
who do you want to read your story? Who do
you want to influence? Your language, including
assumptions about jargon – can either lock
readers out from understanding your story, or
speak clearly to them across borders,
jurisdictions and systems. Don’t assume; explain
in simple language.

And finally, as an editor, I was constantly asking
contributors to provide or suggest images to
accompany words. They make the writing
clearer, and ground the story in its reality.
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Wither/Whither again? 
This new old practice journal ReConnectEd is
exciting, and bold – and important. I hope its
success challenges my initial pessimism about
the silence. I hope it keeps me in the loop.

Is there still interest to reflect on, write about,
share and read about, practical stories around
initiatives in the area of student voice, agency
and participation? I want to believe there is a
thirst for such ideas; and to read about them
in order to develop our own practices. It just
needs the commitment to do something
about that documentation and sharing. And
that commitment needs to come from
practitioners: students, teachers, leadership,
consultants, parents, administrators, support
groups … not just from the editorial group. It
might have to happen in new ways, but
maintain the old excitement in practice

Roger Holdsworth
Roger is a retired educator, policy worker, academic
and Connect Magazine editor

Contact
r.holdsworth@unimelb.edu.au

https://www.studentvoice.org.au/publications/reconnected
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Students and teachers work together to
design lesson plans for the class
Students and teachers jointly discuss
and decide on learning and teaching
approaches
Students have time and opportunity to
direct their own learning
Teachers learn from their students
Students analyse, discuss and present
the results of Student Attitude Surveys
Students lead teacher professional
development around issues identified by
students (eg through a Teach the
Teacher program)

At University High School, we understand
that student agency is an essential
component of creating a positive and
effective learning environment. To assess
the level of student voice and agency in our
school, we recently redesigned Roger
Holdsworth's Student Agency Audit from
Connect Magazine making it suitable for use
on Google Forms. Click here to view the
survey and if you’d like to have your own,
editable version to use with your own
school, email Chris Bush by clicking here. 

Our redesigned audit is focused on
measuring student involvement in school
decision-making, including the power and
responsibility students feel they have over
their own learning. 

Questions that we’ve included in the survey
ask students to indicate the extent to which
these, and many others, were true or not:

STUDENT VOICE AUDIT REIMAGINED

We hope that our experience in redesigning the
Student Agency Audit will be helpful for other
schools looking to evaluate the level of student
voice and agency in their own communities. By
making the audit more accessible and user-
friendly, we will be able to gather valuable
feedback from our students and improve the
overall learning experience at our school.

Whilst we are yet to carry out the audit with a
pilot group, we suspect that one of the major
takeaways, based on feedback from previous
Student Summits at our school, is that our
students want more opportunities to provide
feedback to their teachers and to have their
voices listened to, heard and acted upon. 

We believe that by putting student agency at the
centre of our approach to education, we can
create a more engaged, collaborative, and
effective learning environment for all of our
students, creating a learning community where
all learners can thrive. 

We encourage other schools to use the Student
Agency Audit and other similar resources to
evaluate the level of student voice and agency in
their own communities and to work towards
creating a more student-centred approach to
education.

Chris Bush
Head of Student Voice and Leadership, University
High School

Contact: 
christopher.bush@education.vic.gov.au

Chr i s  Bush

https://forms.gle/T5me23H9mTGw8UfK9
mailto:christopher.bush@education.vic.gov.au
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Two things that I hear a lot when
discussing student voice and agency
with teachers is that a really clear
rationale for student voice is
important, and also, that it is devilishly
difficult to implement in schools. This
article is a summary of some elements
that contribute to its trickiness and
commentary on strategies that are
working.

If you’re wondering ‘why student voice?’ or
why teachers should care about student
voice, I suggest that teachers check out this
PD, this policy document  or the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child. It
isn’t the focus here. I could also give you
persuasive anecdotes about how student
voice can profoundly change your
experience of teaching for the better but
the focus of this article is a discussion of
the factors that can help teachers with
student voice.

HOW DO WE EMPOWER TEACHERS
TO EMPOWER STUDENTS? 

So, if we can agree that including student voice in
our practice is good, why is it likely to be difficult to
implement?

Schools
When we’re talking about starting and
implementing student voice initiatives, there are
a few things that make it tricky. 

We don’t like to talk about the way that power
works in schools – we can say informally that
teachers feel really disempowered in their roles
but engaging with what this means for our
experiences of school-based professional
learning (as something that is done to us),
professional trust (we are overly timetabled
which removes time to autonomously plan, mark
or collaborate with colleagues) and myriad other
things, big and small, seem too big a
conversation to get into. 

Compared to other, more high performing,
school systems (many Nordic countries for
example), teachers in Australia aren’t given a
heap of autonomy; they already feel
disempowered, which makes the prospect of
potentially sacrificing what little authority or
power they have to students unattractive. It can
feel like an affront to their professionalism,
which is experienced as another in a series of
affronts to their professionalism. Yet I don’t
necessarily see this as an accurate reflection of
how power is distributed in schools, I find it
empowering to support my students to have a
voice. However, it is a factor that impacts
teachers’ willingness and capacity to take risks
with student voice. 

 

Laura  Newman

VicSRC Student Voice, Agency and Participation Resource kit

https://www.sev.asn.au/student-empowerment
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/school/teachers/teachingresources/practice/Amplify.pdf
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/school/teachers/teachingresources/practice/Amplify.pdf
https://www.unicef.org.au/united-nations-convention-on-the-rights-of-the-child
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Support teachers – there is no student
agency without teacher agency
Many of the factors that limit student
voice and agency are also limiting
teachers’ ability to feel like they have
agency in their teaching and a voice in
their schools. In the absence of clear
direction and supports from leadership,
student voice is almost doomed to be
seen as an add-on to what teachers do.
With inadequate support voice initiatives
are one of the few things that teachers
can say ‘no’ to in exchange for say, looking
after their elderly parents, feeding their
fish or sleeping eight hours.

When we are stressed and overworked, it
isn’t an environment that nurtures
innovative practice – we are more likely to
be resistant.

A really useful practice when exploring
student voice is to use some of the same
mechanisms for staff input (one example
would be teacher perception surveys as
well as student perception surveys).

Towards a shared vision for student
voice
My idea of student voice in education is
that students have authentic input into
their education and their schools. This is
sometimes described as maximalist. I
think a lot about the convention of the
rights of the child that says that children
and young people have the right to a say
in the things that affect them- so I don’t
see a lot as off limits in terms of student
voice. Many people would say this is too
extreme, and that the school should put 
limits on what decisions students can 

make. Many school leaders will make the
decision that having some sort of leadership
program, having a few students sitting on school
council (as is mandated in government schools
in Victoria) and students occasionally getting to
choose their own case study in class are as far
as student voice efforts should practically go.

Get comfortable with discomfort 
As teachers, we are really used to cognitive
dissonance in our work. We support students to
thrive in exams we think are a limited way of
assessing learning, we implement stuff that we
don’t believe will support students all the time.
Student voice, and the inherent threat to
teacher power and authority that this involves, is
a different kind of discomfort.

Sometimes, schools with really coherent
leadership, that is concerned with limiting
teachers’ workloads, will have a laser focus on
the school priorities 'doing less well’ which I’ve
seen result in a really cool literacy program, with
very little student input, and a continuous
delaying of student voice because we aren’t
going to focus on it until we have our other
priorities achieved. The issue here is that those
other priorities will be in progress indefinitely
and, without significant changes to our
education system focus, it will be tremendously
difficult to be able to focus on student voice
rather than literacy or attendance BECAUSE, and
I would argue inaccurately, a genuine
partnership with students about literacy and
attendance could really help in these areas –
and more importantly, what are the students’
priorities for their school? Or do we not care? Or
do we really, genuinely think we know better? 
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Things that can help

Define your terms
Understanding what you mean by student
voice – we think of it as an umbrella term
that includes everything from students
feeling in control of their learning through
metacognition, to students having a
substantial say in how their school runs.
What do you mean by student voice?

Some schools have done great work
developing a shared understanding and
some level of knowledge about student
voice; some schools have assumed that
everyone knows what it is and agrees. I
would argue that we are working with
simultaneous competing definitions and it
is helpful for you to get clear on what you
mean – if only so you can understand
where it might not exactly fit with your
colleagues or leadership.

Find your people
Here I mean staff and students – what
teachers at your school are keen to work
with student voice? Is there an Assistant
Principal who really believes? Is there an
English teacher who is arguing gently and
patiently for more student-choice in
English text selection? Are there students
whose voices are not included in the
current structures of the school? These
are your people. Sometimes change
occurs in schools because a critical mass
of staff and students is asking for it. In
order to make your student voice projects
thrive, you need to be working in a team.
This is not to say that a solo teacher
seeking authentic student input and 

feedback on classes, and working in partnership
to plan classes and choose topics and
assessments is not incredible, it is, and you’re
amazing – it just depends on if the goal is to be
one teacher in a school being amazing or to
create change at your school as a whole.

Build slowly on whatever foundations you
find
If I were a broken record, I’d be stuck on the
phrase ‘schools are complex ecosystems’.
Whichever school you are at, there is guaranteed
to be, or have been, some attempts at student
voice in the past. Never assume that because
you don’t know about it, it never existed. Student
voice is not new: students were mandatory on
school council for 15 years in Victoria until the
mid 1990s when the policy was changed. Your
best ally for creating student voice change at
your school might be the teacher whose
initiatives weren’t supported by the school 10
years before you arrived at the school and who
is disappointed that their attempts haven’t
worked – curiosity and humility will do wonders
in finding out who these people are and not
offending them by saying things like ‘this school
doesn’t do anything for student voice’. 

Similarly, build on whatever foundations are
working for your school now. I began my student
voice journey by taking on the student
engagement program – which covered the
student leadership and extra-curricular
activities. For a while, we focused on things like
harmony day or school assemblies, because this
is what was working, and then, gradually, began
to build into other activities which I considered
to be more substantive opportunities for
students to make decisions. For this gradual
change to be sustainable it is worth
understanding the existing program fully rather
than continually trying to reinvent programs. It is 
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Sources
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of Education, 43(6), 842-859.
Mitra, D. (2005) Increasing student voice and
moving toward youth leadership. Prevention
Researcher, 13(1), 7–10.
VicDET (2018). Dimension: Empowering students
and building school pride. (Melbourne,
Department of Education and Training Victoria). 
 www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/man
agement/improvement/Pages/dimension3empo
wering.aspx.
GETTING STARTED WITH STUDENT VOICE A quick
guide for educators. (n.d.). Retrieved April 22,
2023, from
https://files.vicsrc.org.au/shared/Getting%20star
ted%20with%20student%20voice.pdf?_gl=1

Laura Newman 
Executive Officer, Social Education Victoria

Contact
laura.newman@sev.asn.au

difficult to discover exactly why a program
works or doesn’t work if you don’t have an in-
depth understanding of how it works.

Document what you are doing
School institutional memories are short, and
student representatives, leaders (whatever
you want to call them) are continually
graduating, moving forward and being
replaced with new students! You are in a
continuous process of renewal – this is super
exciting but also means that you will always
be trying to catch students up on where
projects are, help them to understand how
student voice work is done at your school
and bring in teachers who might be helping
with these roles. Making videos, writing notes,
getting students to create how-to-guides and
using a platform like google classrooms to
share resources for doing this is essential for
you to be able to ensure you have a team of
students and teachers ready to work in
partnership.

So, good luck out there, and if you are the
teacher leading student empowerment
initiatives at your school, we see you, and
well done.

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/management/improvement/Pages/dimension3empowering.aspx
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/management/improvement/Pages/dimension3empowering.aspx.
https://files.vicsrc.org.au/shared/Getting%20started%20with%20student%20voice.pdf?_gl=1
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The Galileo Program is a term-long
speciality program undertaken by
University High School Year 9 students in
Melbourne. It is based on an inquiry and
project-based learning model, with a
strong focus on collaboration across
students, teachers and the wider
community. 

Based on the four General Capabilities in the
Victorian Curriculum - Critical and Creative
Thinking, Ethical Thinking, Intercultural
Understanding, and Personal and Social
Development - the program aims to support
students to develop agency as independent
learners who feel empowered to make
change in the local community. While the
program design involves Year 9 students
leaving mainstream classes for one term to
explicitly develop the General Capabilities
with a focus on student empowerment, these
experiences can also be facilitated in
mainstream classrooms. Our hope is that
through sharing the Galileo model, staff can
access opportunities in their classroom to
support student agency. 

Community Partnerships
One key element of the program is facilitating
community partnerships, in particular
through community service and local
excursions. These opportunities allow
students to build connections with the
outside world, facilitating a sense of
ownership and social purpose. Throughout
the term, our students participate in a
community service program with Carlton
Primary School students. 

INSIGHTS ON STUDENT AGENCY
FROM THE GALILEO PROGRAM

As part of the program, students research
literacy development strategies for young
learners and utilise these strategies in 1-1
reading sessions with Prep to Grade 3 students.
Additionally, Galileo students organise team
games for the primary school students, utilising
their leadership and organisational skills to
mentor and coach.

Research Projects
Students further develop connections beyond
the classroom through their Galileo Research
Project. Early in the term, students research the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
and select five goals that they are the most
passionate about. Based on their preferences,
students are placed into a Research Group with
four other students. 

Within their groups, students are required to
interview an expert on their topic, and to survey
the general public. These experiences require
students to demonstrate independence, as they
are tasked with contacting an expert to
interview, and utilising research to create their
own interview and survey questions. Students
can often find this process daunting as they are
required to complete tasks well beyond their
comfort zone, yet feel a deep sense of
accomplishment and independence through
facilitating the process themselves. These
experiences allow students the chance to
develop personal and social skills through
interacting with the community outside of the
classroom.

Student empowerment is further facilitated
through agency and choice within the classroom 

Es te r  Koe l l e  and  L inh  Dang
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environment. Once students have been
placed into a research group based on their
preferences at the beginning of the term,
students individually write an inquiry
question to frame their research. While
receiving support from their teacher,
students are encouraged to lead the
direction of their project, exploring topics
that are important to them. Through placing
students at the centre of the classroom, the
program redefines students as agents of
knowledge rather than recipients. This allows
students to build educational purpose and
drive, as they take active roles in the
ownership of their learning. In the diagram
below, we represent this growth as rising
steps in a ladder, from students experiencing
themselves as manipulated objects of
education processes, to people who exercise
and develop agency in their activities of co-
creative learning.

collective activity. Whilst the traditional
classroom promotes teachers as figures of
authority, delivering knowledge and learning
through instruction to passive recipients (OECD,
2018), Galileo creates a learning environment
built on co-agency among students, and
between students and teachers, by positioning
students as researchers and teachers as
mentors. Teachers encourage students to call
them by their first names, and they promote
student independence and voice by providing
guidance, rather than instruction throughout the
research project’s development and active
fulfilment.

This shift in power dynamics in the classroom
supports student agency to emerge, evolve and
grow, as the student-teacher relationship
becomes a partnership in which students take
active roles as organisers of, and in, their
learning. Students can thus recognise that their
opinions, perspectives and viewpoints are
valuable to the learning process – including
reciprocity in which students ‘teach their
teachers’ as well as learn from and with them.
Furthermore, this pedagogical model builds
students' senses of autonomy and ability to work
confidently in groups, sharing with peers the
load of worthy knowledge labours, while
teachers offer lessons in supportive tools such
as ‘conflict resolution’ to equip students to work
together without direct teacher intervention,
enabling students to gain a higher level of social,
emotional and communicative skills.

This reciprocity in learning and teaching
(‘pedagogy’) starts with re-evaluating the
traditional roles of ‘students’ and ‘teachers’ in
the classroom. By taking a step back, teachers
make space for students to take more active
roles in their learning, which in turn establishes
a relationship based on mutual trust and 

Student Voice Ladder of Participation (Jovanovski, 2020)

Co-Agency
The program's unique structure reframes the
role of teachers in the classroom to foster
student agency as individuals and within 
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respect, thereby empowering students to
voice their thoughts, questions, and indeed
critical and opposing opinions, while feeling
comfortably safe to do so. As student voice
achieves parity with teachers in the
classroom, a culture of collaboration evolves,
reinforcing the formation of a student-and-
teacher partnership.

How can student-teacher partnerships
be created?
Actively utilising student feedback to
redevelop pedagogical practices in the
classroom is a richly valuable means to
generate sustainable learning-and-teaching
partnerships among students and teachers.
This can be done through various strategies,
such as a weekly or bimonthly student survey
with questions coupled with short responses
to questions such as, ‘How can this be
improved?’ When actively prioritising student
feedback, teachers are better able to
understand how students learn, to hear what
students say is and isn’t working in teaching
approaches, to consider how they might
better tackle the learning process and
content in the future, and so on, thereby
enhancing classroom pedagogic practices. 

Importantly, viewing students as co-creators
in the learning and teaching process shifts
away from assumptions that students are
merely learners in an educational didacticism,
instead actively centring students at the heart
of the learning-and-teaching model. This shift
engages and empowers students, as they feel
purpose and ownership in their education,
thus making good, in practice, on principles
of student voice and agency.

 

Ultimately, by giving students the opportunity to
co-create, interact with their local communities
and take initiative in their learning, schools not
only empower students but provide them with a
platform to understand, develop and embody
student agency and voice. Thus, this positions
students at the centre of the learning and
teaching process as they take ownership of their
role as the largest stakeholder in education.

Sources
STUDENT AGENCY STUDENT AGENCY FOR 2030
FOR 2030 Conceptual learning framework. (n.d.).
https://www.oecd.org/education/2030-
project/teaching-and-learning/learning/student-
agency/Student_Agency_for_2030_concept_note.
pdf  

Jovanovski, A. (2020, March 29). Ladder of Youth
Participation. Trainers Library.
https://www.trainerslibrary.org/ladder-of-youth-
participation

Ester Koelle 
Humanities and Inquiry Teacher at the University
High School who has taught in the Galileo Program
for four years.

Linh Dang
Recent High school graduate and former VicSRC
student executive member

Contact:
Linhdang.dtl@gmail.com

https://www.oecd.org/education/2030-project/teaching-and-learning/learning/student-agency/Student_Agency_for_2030_concept_note.pdf
https://www.trainerslibrary.org/ladder-of-youth-participation
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The development of the Rosanna Primary
School ‘Deep Learning Protocols’ in 2019
was a chance for students to be involved
in establishing shared understandings of
what learning should look like for the
whole school. Developed by students, it
provides an agreed language and focus
for shaping and discussing learning in
the classroom. Since implementing
these, we have created spaces for
everyone’s voices to continuously rework
and reshape them, based on our needs. A
great example of this is involving our
junior students to help make our Deep
Learning Protocols Prep-2 friendly. 

To begin this process, the 2021 Junior School
Council (JSC) students (ranging from Years 2 –
6) were consulted about which protocols
could be adapted to suit our Prep – Grade 2
students and be easily integrated into the
classrooms. Students developed a timeline of
when each protocol should be introduced
(for example, some of the protocols could be
tied into our Start Up program and
introduced in Term 1).

Once these timelines were established, work
began in the Prep classrooms to explore
student voice. Prep teachers provided a
range of opportunities for the Prep students
to make decisions about their learning. This
proved a way to explicitly show their ability to
use student voice. This continued throughout
remote learning, where the Prep teachers
consulted students about the learning they
enjoyed and what they wanted to do each
week. Once we were back in the classroom
and face to face again, the Prep students  

DEEP LEARNING PROTOCOLS

engaged in a range of workshops to unpack each
of the Deep Learning Protocols, working in
groups to determine what they believed ‘deep
learning’ looked like for each protocol. Their
ideas and responses were in junior student-
friendly language and bundled into central
themes and formed the revised Prep – 2 Deep
Learning Protocols. The next step for the Preps
was to develop visuals to support each of the
learning dispositions under each Protocol.

The goal was for this cohort of Prep students to
be the experts and teach the following year’s
Preps about effective deep learning.

Whilst COVID was a challenging time and caused
a delay in completing this process, I continued to
work with the Prep students as they moved into
Grade 1 in 2022. It was important to show them
how valued and important their voices are, and
how they all have the capacity to act and make
effective change.

I used all this information to develop the visual
Deep Learning Protocols in draft form. The JSC
team then met with the now Grade 1 students
and together, they collectively finalised the 

Soph ie  Car te l l i
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protocols and offered suggested changes and
amendments.

The Grade 1s who were involved in this
process since 2021, with support of the JSC,
planned workshops and delivered these in
each of the Prep, 1 and 2 classes to further
explore the revised P-2 protocols. They have
also supported the Prep teachers with how to
introduce the first protocol, to get a head
start on developing the Preps’ understanding
of what it means to be an effective deep
learner.

At the end of last year, some students from
the JSC attended a staff meeting to introduce
the finalised Prep-2 Deep Learning Protocols
and used one of the student-developed and
led activities with the staff. It was a very
empowering experience for the students, the
experts of deep learning, to inform teachers
about the purpose of the protocols and how
to engage with them.

I incorporated all this information into our
2023 ‘Start Up’ program for the Prep-2
teachers with a suggested plan on how to
introduce each of the protocols, along with
student-developed activity ideas.

This year, the 2023 Prep classes have been
introduced to student voice and what it
means in the context of their learning. They
stood in a circle and took turns sharing what
they love about learning, how they like to
learn and what they’d like to learn more
about. As each student shared, they passed a
ball of string around and once everyone
contributed, they were able to see a web that
was a visual representation of how
interconnected their ideas are and how they
are all part of the learning journey. 

The Prep classes have been introduced to the
Deep Learning Protocols, which, as a starting
point, are being used as a basis for their
development play. For one session, their goal
was to focus on the protocol of ‘Learning with
Others’. They used sticker dots to record each
time they saw or heard their examples of their
peers demonstrating the dispositions of the
protocol.
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The 2021 Preps who began this incredible
journey, demonstrated outstanding agency in
the way they shaped and developed our
values for learning at Rosanna Primary
School. Further to this, as the ones who enter
classrooms and deliver workshops that
they’ve co-created with their peers, it is
significantly empowering for our junior
students as they are witnessing and
experiencing firsthand, just how valued their
voices are. This year they are in Grade 2 and
have paved the way for student voice and
agency in the younger years for the students
who have come after them and will continue
to come over the years.

Teacher Reflection
In the initial shaping of the Deep Learning
Protocols, students spoke of learning being
like swimming. Some stay at the edges,
chasing the wash of the waves up and down
the beach. One student explained, “in the
shallows, you are just dipping your toes into
the rock pools”. As learners become more
adventurous, they head out into the waves
and learn to put their heads under water.
Then, there are those who wear suits and
explore the depths of the seas. One student
emphasised, “You see! That is where the real
treasure is!” Another continued, “there is a
sense of accomplishment at the bottom,
when you are exploring, when you discover
the treasure!” Students more clearly
described learning as shallow, underwater
and deep. 

When I met with the JSC students in 2021, I
asked them what they thought about how to
introduce the Protocols to Prep students. It
was their advice to remove the levelled
reflections so that the junior students could
focus solely on doing their ‘deepest learning’, 

and remove the abstract idea of multi-levels of
learning, for now. Instead, they recommended
that the levels be introduced from grade 3/4
where they will have developed a strong
understanding of self-evaluating their own deep
learning. Next, we discussed whether all 9 of the
protocols should be introduced to junior
students. The JSC went through each and came
to the conclusion to focus on only 8 out of the 9
at the junior level, choosing to leave out the
protocol focusing on metacognition: ‘Thinking
About Thinking’. When I asked the JSC for their
reasoning, they explained that it is such an
abstract concept for the young students and
they don’t want to risk them disengaging from
the protocols. This is where they emphasised the
importance of the protocols being accessible to
all students.

From the perspective of the Prep teachers, we
have seen how easily our students have engaged
with the language of the Deep Learning
Protocols. The protocols have been so easy to
incorporate into any learning activity we do and
we have just started using them as a way for the
Preps to reflect on their learning throughout a
lesson. I’ve had some Preps even question
whether they think they did their deepest
learning after a task, which led to a rich
discussion about how they can improve next
time.

I spoke to the Grade 1/2 teachers who used the
original Deep Learning Protocols last year. They
reported that the initial ones were way too
wordy, and although they had them displayed in
the classroom and tried to incorporate them into
teaching and learning, it was simply too much
information and not visual enough. Since
incorporating the revised P-2 protocols, they
reported how much they are using them and
referring to them daily. The 1/2 students even 
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used the protocols to set learning goals for
the term, including how they will achieve their
goals. The biggest difference is that there are
very minimal, short and sharp words/phrases
under each protocol, accompanied by a clear
visual, making them so much more accessible
for all their students. 

Sophie Cartelli
Sophie began working at Rosanna Primary School in 2015 in
Grades 5/6 with a keen interest and passion for student voice
and agency, and student-led learning. In 2016, she undertook
the leadership of our Junior School Council group with the goal
of shifting it from solely a fundraising body to making real
change within the school in the context of student voice and
agency.
 
Contact:
sophie.cartelli@education.vic.gov.au
 

Considering all of this, the junior school teachers
have observed a shift in their students being
able to self-reflect on their learning and identify
what they need to do to achieve a goal or do
their ‘deepest learning’. 

The language is consistent across the school so
students are familiar with it, are using the
protocols daily and are engaging so positively,
which has had a positive impact on their ability
to be independent learners.

mailto:sophie.cartelli@education.vic.gov.au
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From the archives ...

Credit for Participation
LBUFMZ� BO� JTTVF� IBT� CFFO� SF�

FNFSHJOH� UIBU� IBT� CFFO�
DPOTJEFSFE� o� PO� BOE� Põ� � o� GPS� PWFS�
��� ZFBST�� UIBU� PG� QSPWJEJOH� TUVEFOUT�
XIP�BSF�BDUJWF�QBSUJDJQBOUT�JO�GPSNBM�
TDIPPM�EFDJTJPO�NBLJOH�	PO�43$T�BOE�
PO�#PBSET�BOE�$PNNJUUFFT
�XJUI�UJNF�
SFDPHOJUJPO�BOE�PUIFS�TVQQPSU��5IJT�
JTTVF� IBT� CFFO� BEESFTTFE� VOEFS� UIF�
IFBEJOHT�PG�ADSFEJU��BOE�ABDDSFEJUBUJPO����

� *O� EVTUJOH� Põ� � PME� DPQJFT� PG�
$POOFDU� XF� DBNF� BDSPTT� TFWFSBM�
BSUJDMFT� UIBU� BSF� TUJMM� IJHIMZ� SFMFWBOU�
UPEBZ���FWFO�JG�TPNF�PG�UIF�TQFDJm�D�QPMJDZ�
SFGFSFODFT� IBWF� DIBOHFE�� *O� �����
JO� SF�BEESFTTJOH� UIJT� JTTVF� XF� OPUFE�
UIBU�UIF�DPODFSO�XBT�XJUI�iFYUFOEJOH�
BDBEFNJD� DSFEJU� UP� TUVEFOUT� GPS� UIFJS�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JO� TDIPPM� BDUJWJUJFT�
o� QSJODJQBMMZ� BSPVOE� TDIPPM� BOE�
SFHJPOBM� HPWFSOBODF�� 5IJT� JTTVF� XBT�
JOJUJBMMZ� SFGFSSFE� UP� BT� A"DDSFEJUBUJPO��
CVU� 	BT� UIJT� UFSN�IBT� UBLFO�PO�PUIFS�
NPSF�TQFDJm�D�NFBOJOHT
�IBT�DPNF�UP�
CF�DBMMFE�TJNQMZ�A$SFEJU��w

� 5IF� m�STU� BSUJDMF� XBT� PSJHJOBMMZ�
QVCMJTIFE� JO�$POOFDU� ��� JO�'FCSVBSZ�
�����BOE�SFQSJOUFE� JO�$POOFDU���� JO�
'FCSVBSZ� ������ *O� UVSO� JU� PSJHJOBMMZ�
ESFX� PO� TPNF� BSUJDMFT� JO� $POOFDU�
��� VOEFS� UIF� IFBEJOH� A5PXBSE�
"DDSFEJUBUJPO�� JO� XIJDI� WBSJPVT�
TDIPPMT�BOE�DPOTVMUBOUT�EPDVNFOUFE�
TPNF� JEFBT� BCPVU� SFDPHOJTJOH� UIF�
XPSL�UIBU�TUVEFOUT�EP�PO�DPNNJUUFFT�
	FUD
� BT� QBSU� PG� UIFJS� AOPSNBM�� TDIPPM�
XPSL��5IF�BSUJDMF�XBT�EFWFMPQFE�CZ�B�
XPSLJOH�HSPVQ�PG�B�4UVEFOU�"EWJTPSZ�
(SPVQ� PG� UIF� 7JDUPSJBO� 1BSUJDJQBUJPO�
BOE� &RVJUZ� QSPHSBN� 	1&1
� BOE�
NFNCFST�PG�UIF�4UVEFOU�1BSUJDJQBUJPO�
4VQQPSU�/FUXPSL�

� 8F�SF� BMTP� JOUFSFTUFE� UP� FYQMPSF�
UIJT� JTTVF� GVSUIFS� JO� GVUVSF� JTTVFT� PG�
$POOFDU� o� GSPN� UPEBZ�T� QFSTQFDUJWFT�
BOE�JO�UPEBZ�T�DMJNBUF�

Another Step ... 
Towards Accreditation
8IBU�JT�
A"DDSFEJUBUJPO� 
"DDSFEJUBUJPO� IFSF� NFBOT� B�
XBZ� PG� GPSNBMMZ� SFDPHOJTJOH�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� PO� DPNNJUUFFT�
CPUI�JOTJEF�BOE�PVUTJEF�TDIPPMT�
BT�QBSU� PG� TUVEFOUT��XPSLMPBE�� *U�
BQQFBST�NPTU�PCWJPVTMZ� JO�XBZT�
PG� HJWJOH� DSFEJU� GPS� TVDI� XPSL�
XJUIJO� UIF� TDIPPM�T� SFQPSUJOH�
TZTUFN�

8IZ�JT�"DDSFEJUBUJPO�
/FDFTTBSZ 
4UVEFOUT� BSF� BU� TDIPPM� UP� MFBSO��
"DDSFEJUBUJPO�SBJTFT�UXP�JTTVFT�

QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JO� WBSJPVT�
TUSVDUVSFT� JT�B�WBMJE� MFBSOJOH�
FYQFSJFODF� BOE� TIPVME� CF�
SFDPHOJTFE�XJUIJO�UIF�PWFSBMM�
UFBDIJOH�MFBSOJOH� TUSBUFHZ�
PG�UIF�TDIPPM�
TUVEFOUT� TIPVME� OPU� CF�
QFOBMJTFE�GPS�NJTTJOH�DMBTTFT�
PS�IPNFXPSL�UJNFT�UP�BUUFOE�
NFFUJOHT� o� UIJT� TIPVME� OPU�
CF� BO� FYUSB� VOSFDPHOJTFE�
CVSEFO�

#FIJOE�UIJT�BDDSFEJUBUJPO�JT�BMTP�
JNQPSUBOU�UP�FOBCMF�BMM�TUVEFOUT�
UP� IBWF� BDDFTT� UP� QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
BOE� SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� OPU� KVTU�
UIPTF� TUVEFOUT� XIP� DBO� ABõ�PSE�
UIF�UJNF��

t

t

8IBU�BSF�UIF�*TTVFT 
"O� BQQSPBDI� UP� BDDSFEJUBUJPO�
PG� TUVEFOUT�� QBSUJDJQBUJPO� PO�
DPNNJUUFFT� 	FUD
� NVTU� QBZ�
BUUFOUJPO� UP� UIF� GPMMPXJOH�TPSUT�PG�
JTTVFT�

*G� UIF� TUVEFOU� NJTTFT� DMBTTFT�
UP�TFSWF�PO�B�DPNNJUUFF�NVTU�
DMBTT� DPOUFOU� CF� ADBVHIU� VQ� �
"SF�UIFSF�BMUFSOBUJWFT 
8IBU� TUSVDUVSBM� DIBOHFT� DBO�
IBQQFO�UP�TDIPPM�PSHBOJTBUJPO�
UP�NBLF� TVDI� BUUFOEBODF� MFTT�
QFSTPOBMMZ�EJTSVQUJWF 
4IPVME�TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�
CF�SFRVJSFE�UP�QSFTFOU�B�GPSNBM�
SFQPSU� UIBU� DBO�ADPVOU�� BHBJOTU�
DPVSTF�SFRVJSFNFOUT 
8IP� DBO�TIPVME� BUUFTU� UP�
AQFSGPSNBODF�� PO� DPNNJUUFFT �
*O�XIBU�UFSNT 
$BO� HPBMT� PG� JOWPMWFNFOU�
CF� TQFDJm�FE� UIBU� FOBCMF�
BTTFTTNFOU�UP�CF�OFHPUJBUFE 
*G�TPNF�GPSN�PG�BDDSFEJUBUJPO�JT�
OFHPUJBUFE�JT�JU�CFTU�BT�B�OFX�
TFQBSBUF� VOJU� PS� JODPSQPSBUFE�
JOUP�PUIFS�TVCKFDUT�	FH�&OHMJTI
 �
)PX�BCPVU�PUIFS�TVCKFDUT 
8IBU� BSF� UIF� JNQMJDBUJPOT�
PG� TVDI� BDDSFEJUBUJPO� GPS�
UIF� XBZ� POF� 	UFBDIFS� PS�
TUVEFOU
� BQQSPBDIFT� BMM� PUIFS�
DMBTTFT � FH� DMBTT� DPNNJUUFFT �
OFHPUJBUJPO 
	GSPN�$POOFDU����0DUPCFS�����


t

t

t

t

t

t

t
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1SPCMFNT
5IF�GPMMPXJOH�EBOHFS�BSFBT�OFFE�UP�CF�LFQU�JO�NJOE�

1BSUJDJQBUJPO� PO� DPNNJUUFFT� DBO� CF� JHOPSFE� PS�
NBSHJOBMJTFE�
7BHVF�QSPNJTFT�PG�SFDPHOJUJPO�DBO�CF�HJWFO�UIBU�
BSF�MBUFS�EFOJFE�
4UVEFOUT� DBO� CF� QSFTTVSFE� UP� DBUDI� VQ� PO� XPSL�
NJTTFE�PS�AGBJMFE��CFDBVTF�PG�ANJTTFE�DMBTTFT��
5FBDIFST�BOE�TUVEFOUT�DBO�MBDL�BO�VOEFSTUBOEJOH�
PG� UIF� JNQPSUBODF� PG� BDDSFEJUBUJPO� XIZ� JU� NVTU�
IBQQFO�IPX�JU�DBO�IBQQFO�
4UVEFOUT� DBO� TQSJOH� UIF� SFRVJSFNFOU� GPS�
BDDSFEJUBUJPO� PO� UFBDIFST� BU� UIF� FOE� PG� UIF�
ZFBS�� 5FBDIFST� OFFE� OPUJDF� JO� PSEFS� UP� XPSL� PVU�
BSSBOHFNFOUT�o�UIJT�NVTU�CF�EPOF�BU�UIF�TUBSU�PG�
UIF�ZFBS�

8IBU�JT�/FFEFE 
��� 4UVEFOUT�OFFE�UJNF�UP�

QSFQBSF�� SFBE� QBQFST� DPOTVMU� XJUI� PUIFS�
TUVEFOUT� MPCCZ� PUIFS� DPNNJUUFF� NFNCFST�
USBWFM� 	JG�OFDFTTBSZ
�XSJUF�QSPQPTBMT� SFTFBSDI�
JTTVFT�
BUUFOE���NFFUJOHT�DBO�CF�EVSJOH�TDIPPM�IPVST�
	DMBTIJOH� XJUI� DMBTTFT
� BU� SFDFTTFT� PVU� PG�
TDIPPM�IPVST�
GPMMPX�VQ��XSJUF� SFQPSUT� EJTDVTT� XJUI� GFMMPX�
NFNCFST�SFQPSU�CBDL�UP�DPOTUJUVFOUT�

5IJT� UJNF�OFFET� UP�CF�BWBJMBCMF�XJUIPVU�QFOBMUZ�
JF�TUVEFOUT�TIPVME�OPU�CF�QFOBMJTFE�GPS�CFJOH�PO�
DPNNJUUFFT� PS� DBSSZJOH� PVU� SFDPHOJTFE� XPSL� JO�
SFMBUJPO�UP�BUUFOEBODF�

��� "� GPSN� PG� SFQPSUJOH� JT� OFFEFE� UIBU� FOBCMFT�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�UP�CF�SFDPHOJTFE�

� *U� JT�EJöDVMU� UP�DPODFJWF�PG�B� TUVEFOU� SFDFJWJOH�B�
MFUUFS�PS�OVNFSJDBM�HSBEF�GPS�QBSUJDJQBUJPO��3BUIFS�
B� EFTDSJQUJWF� SFQPSUJOH� TZTUFN� JT� OFFEFE� UP�
TVNNBSJTF� UIF�BDIJFWFNFOUT� JO� UFSNT�PG�TQFDJmD�
BOE� OFHPUJBUFE� HPBMT�� 4VDI� B� SFQPSUJOH� TZTUFN�
TIPVME� HJWF� QBSJUZ� UP� B� SFQPSU� PO� QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
XJUI�BMM�PUIFS�TVCKFDU�SFQPSUT��"T�TVDI�UIJT�QPTFT�
B� DIBMMFOHF� UP� UIF� XIPMF� TDIPPM�T� TZTUFN� PG�
BTTFTTNFOU�BOE�SFQPSUJOH�

��� 5IF�BDDSFEJUBUJPO�PG�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�TIPVME�CF�BT�GBS�
BT�QSBDUJDBCMF�QBSU�PG�UIF�SFHVMBS�SFDPHOJUJPO�UIF�
TDIPPM�HJWFT�UP�TUVEFOUT��BDIJFWFNFOUT�

� "DDSFEJUBUJPO� PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO� TIPVME� OPU� CF� BO�
ABEE�PO��FMFNFOU�FJUIFS�TUSVDUVSBMMZ�PS�JO�UFSNT�PG�
UIF�SFQPSUJOH�GPSNBU��*U�TIPVME�CF�JOWPMWFE�JO�BOE�
BõFDU�NBJOTUSFBN�PQFSBUJPO�PG�UIF�TDIPPM�

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

��� "U� MFBTU� B� SFGFSFODF� TIPVME� CF� NBEF� BWBJMBCMF�
CZ�UIF�DPNNJUUFF�	FUD
�PVUMJOJOH�BUUFOEBODF�BOE�
JOWPMWFNFOU� TLJMMT� BOE� BCJMJUJFT� FYIJCJUFE� BOE�
HSPXUI�TIPXO�

� 5IJT� TIPVME� CF� UIF� NJOJNVN� GPSN� PG�
BDDSFEJUBUJPO�

8IFSF�"DDSFEJUBUJPO�$BO�#F�1MBDFE
��� "� TFQBSBUF� TVCKFDU� DBO� CF� DSFBUFE� FH� BT� BO�

FMFDUJWF�� 5IJT� DPVME� CF� B� DSPTT�BHF� TVCKFDU� TBZ�
DBMMFE�A(PWFSONFOU��

� 5IF�TVCKFDU�XPVME�FOSPM�BMM�TUVEFOUT� JOWPMWFE�PO�
DPNNJUUFFT� 	43$� 4DIPPM� $PVODJM� 3FHJPOBM� PS�
4UBUF�$PNNJUUFFT�FUD
�BOE�DPVME�CPUI�HJWF�UJNF�GPS�
QSFQBSBUJPO�BOE�JOWPMWFNFOU�BT�XFMM�BT�QSPWJEJOH�
TPNF�USBJOJOH�BOE�CBDLHSPVOE�

� *U�XPVME�CF�SFMBUJWFMZ�EJöDVMU�UP�UJNFUBCMF�JO�PSEFS�
UP�BMMPX�BMM�JOUFSFTUFE�BOE�JOWPMWFE�TUVEFOUT�UP�CF�
JO�DMBTT��JU�DPVME�SFJOGPSDF�B�NBSHJOBMJTBUJPO�PG�TVDI�
JOWPMWFNFOU�

��� "�TVCKFDU�DPVME�CF�DSFBUFE�CVU�OPU�UJNF�UBCMFE��
5FBDIFS� UJNF� XPVME� CF� BMMPDBUFE� BOE� FOSPMMFE�
TUVEFOUT�XPVME�DPNNVOJDBUF�XJUI�UIJT�UFBDIFS�JO�
TNBMM�HSPVQT�PS�POF�UP�POF�

� 5IJT� SFDPHOJTFT� UIF� JOWPMWFNFOU� GPSNBMMZ� JO�
CPUI�TUVEFOUT�BOE�UFBDIFS�UJNF�BOE� JT�nFYJCMF� JO�
BSSBOHFNFOU��*U�JT�IPXFWFS�FBTJMZ�BCTPSCFE�o�UIF�
UJNF�KVTU�WBOJTIFT�UP�PUIFS�UIJOHT�

��� "O�FYJTUJOH�TVCKFDU�DBO�VOEFSUBLF�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
BT�B�AQSPKFDU��FH�B�1PMJUJDT�DMBTT�DPVME�TFU�VQ�BO�43$�
BT�QBSU�PG�JUT�AOPSNBM��XPSLMPBE�

� 5IJT�DPVME�HJWF�CPUI� UJNF�BOE�B�OBUVSBM� GPDVT� GPS�
SFDPHOJUJPO�� *U� DPVME� IPXFWFS� TFSJPVTMZ� SFTUSJDU�
XIP� DBO� CFDPNF� JOWPMWFE�� 1FSIBQT� AUJNF� JO� MJFV��
DPVME�CF�HJWFO�GPS�UIF�QSPKFDU�UP�SVO�EVSJOH�SFDFTTFT�
PS�BGUFS�TDIPPM�

��� "� HFOFSBM� TVCKFDU� FH� A&YUFOTJPO� 4UVEJFT�� DBO�
CF� DSFBUFE� GPS� B� SBOHF� PG� BDUJWJUJFT� PG� XIJDI�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�PO�DPNNJUUFFT�JT�POF�QPTTJCJMJUZ�

� 4JNJMBS�DPNNFOUT�UP����	BCPWF
�DBO�CF�NBEF�

��� "O�FYJTUJOH�TVCKFDU�DBO� SFDPHOJTF�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
BT�QBSU�PG�UIF�XPSLMPBE�PG�UIBU�TVCKFDU�

� 'PS� FYBNQMF� BO� &OHMJTI� DMBTT� DPVME� BDDFQU�XPSL�
EPOF� GPS� NFFUJOHT� 	NJOVUFT� SFQPSUT� FUD
� BT�
FRVJWBMFOU� UP� FTTBZT� FYFSDJTFT� FUD�� 5IJT� XPVME�
NFBO� UIBU� BO� BHSFFNFOU� DPVME� CF� NBEF� BCPVU�
DFSUBJO� DMBTT� MFTTPOT� GPS� XIJDI� BUUFOEBODF� XBT�
DPNQVMTPSZ� BOE� PUIFST� EVSJOH� XIJDI� B� TUVEFOU�
DPVME� CF� JOWPMWFE� JO� NFFUJOH� QSFQBSBUJPO�
BUUFOEBODF�PS�GPMMPX�VQ�
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� 5IJT� TFFNT� UP� IBWF� UIF� HSFBUFTU� n�FYJCJMJUZ�
BOE� FBTJFTU� SFDPHOJUJPO� BT� QBSU� PG� UIF� TDIPPM�T�
AWBMJE�� DVSSJDVMVN�� *U� EPFT� SFRVJSF� FYUFOTJWF�
VOEFSTUBOEJOH�PG� UIF� JTTVFT�CZ�UIF�XIPMF�TDIPPM�
BOE�FYQMJDJU�OFHPUJBUJPO�PG�QSPDFTTFT�

8IBU�4IPVME�B�4UVEFOU�)BWF�UP�%P 
"UUFOEBODF� BU� B� NFFUJOH� JT� OPU� FOPVHI� 	KVTU� BT�
BUUFOEBODF�JO�B�DMBTT�JT�OPU�FOPVHI
��5IFSF�TIPVME�CF�
FYQMJDJU�BHSFFNFOU�PO�XIBU�OFFET�UP�CF�QSPEVDFE�BOE�
PO�XIBU�FWJEFODF�DSFEJU�JT�BWBJMBCMF�
4PNF�QPTTJCJMJUJFT�BSF�

"�TUVEFOU�T�WFSCBM�DPOUSJCVUJPO�UP�B�NFFUJOH�DPVME�
CF� SFDPSEFE� JO� UIF�NJOVUFT� 	JO�BT�NVDI�EFUBJM� BT�
SFRVJSFE
��5IFTF�NJOVUFT�DPVME�CF�BDDVNVMBUFE�CZ�
UIF�TUVEFOU�BT�AFWJEFODF��
"�TUVEFOU�DPVME�QSPEVDF�XSJUUFO�SFQPSUT�CPUI�UP�
UIF�NFFUJOH�BOE�BT�B�SFQPSU�UP�DPOTUJUVFOUT��5IFTF�
SFQPSUT�DPVME�CF�m�MFE�CZ�UIF�TUVEFOU�
3FQPSUT� DPVME� CF� QVCMJTIFE� FH� JO� B� TDIPPM�
OFXTQBQFS� DPNNVOJUZ�OFXTQBQFS� JO� UIF� TDIPPM�
OFXTMFUUFS�UP�QBSFOUT�JO�B�UBQFE�TQFFDI�PS�JOUFSWJFX�
PWFS�UIF�1"�TZTUFN�PS�PO�MPDBM�SBEJP�FUD��$PQJFT�PG�
UIFTF�SFQPSUT�DPVME�CF�m�MFE�CZ�UIF�TUVEFOU�
4QFFDIFT� NBEF� UP� UIF� NFFUJOH� PS� UP� TUVEFOUT�
	JODMVEJOH�BU�BGUFS�TDIPPM�GVODUJPOT
�DPVME�CF�m�MFE�
FJUIFS�JO�XSJUUFO�GPSN�PS�PO�UBQF�
-POH�UFSN�PS�PWFSWJFX�SFQPSUT�DPVME�CF�QSPEVDFE�
CZ�UIF�TUVEFOU�VTJOH�QSFWJPVT�EPDVNFOUT�	NJOVUFT�
SFQPSUT�FUD
�BT�FWJEFODF�
5IF� TUVEFOU� DPVME� 	TIPVME�
� LFFQ� B� EJBSZ� UIBU�
JODMVEFT�

BENJOJTUSBUJWF� EFUBJMT� o� EBUF� PG� NFFUJOH�
QVSQPTF�DPOWFSTBUJPOT�FUD�
DPOUFOU�PG�NFFUJOHT�o�NPUJPOT�NPWFE�UPQJDT�
EJTDVTTFE�SFBDUJPOT�PG�PUIFST�
QFSTPOBM� SFBDUJPOT� o� GFFMJOHT� VODFSUBJOUJFT�
UBDUJDT�QSPQPTFE�FUD�

5IJT�EJBSZ�XPVME�GPSN�B�SFDPSE�JO�JUTFMG�BOE�BMTP�CF�
B�TPVSDF�GPS�TUVEFOU�TFMG�BTTFTTNFOU�

��

��

��

��

��

��

t

t

t

8IP�8JMM�0WFSTFF�"DDSFEJUBUJPO 
4FMG�BTTFTTNFOU� DPVME� CF� QBSU� PG� UIF� PVUDPNF� PG�
BDDSFEJUBUJPO� PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO�� #VU� UIF� QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
BOE� UIF� QJFDFT� PG�XPSL� SFRVJSFE� QSPCBCMZ� BMTP� OFFE�
TPNF�PUIFS�AWFSJm�DBUJPO�
1PTTJCJMJUJFT� GPS� XIP� DPVME� EP� UIJT� EFQFOE� PO� UIF�
AMPDBUJPO��PG�UIF�BDDSFEJUBUJPO�

5IF� UFBDIFS�PG� UIF�OFX�PS�ASFHVMBS�� TVCKFDU� DPVME�
SFDFJWF� XPSL� EPOF� BOE� FOUFS� JU� BT� QBSU� PG� UIF�
TUVEFOU�T� SFDPSEFE� BDIJFWFNFOUT�� 5IJT� QFSTPO�
XPVME�UIFO�BMTP�CF�SFTQPOTJCMF�GPS�XSJUJOH�SFQPSUT�
BT�SFRVJSFE�

"�ATQFDJBM��UFBDIFS�DPVME�CF�BMMPDBUFE�UIF�UBTL�	XJUI�
UJNF� SFMFBTF� JG� QPTTJCMF
� GPS� GPSNBMMZ� SFDPHOJTJOH�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� 	OFHPUJBUJOH� HPBMT� BOE� XPSLMPBET�
XSJUJOH�SFQPSUT�FUD
�XIFSF�BO�JOGPSNBM�BSSBOHFNFOU�
JT�EFDJEFE�VQPO�

"O�APVUTJEFS��	FH�DPOTVMUBOU�18$�QBSFOU�1SJODJQBM
�
DPVME� NBJOUBJO� BO� PWFSWJFX� BOE� OFHPUJBUF� CPUI�
HPBMT�BOE�BTTFTTNFOU�

"�DPNNJUUFF�NFNCFS�DPVME�VOEFSUBLF�UP�QSPWJEF�
TVDI�B�SPMF�

*U� JT� QPTTJCMF� UIBU� B�NJYUVSF� PG� UIFTF� BQQSPBDIFT�
DPVME� CF� VTFE� XJUI� UIF� DPNNJUUFF� NFNCFST�
DPOTVMUBOUT� QBSFOUT� BOE� 1SJODJQBM� 	GPS� FYBNQMF
�
GFFEJOH�SFQPSUT�UP�B�TQFDJm�D�UFBDIFS�DIBSHFE�XJUI�
UIFJS�DPMMBUJPO�

8IBU�4UFQT�4IPVME�#F�
6OEFSUBLFO 

5IFTF�QPJOUT�OFFE� UP�CF�FTUBCMJTIFE� JO�QSJODJQMF��
"O� PVUMJOF� OFFET� UP� CF� QSPQPTFE� UP� UIF� TDIPPM�
1SJODJQBM�BOE�4DIPPM�$PVODJM�
"SSBOHFNFOUT�PG�BDDSFEJUBUJPO�OFFE�UP�CF�XPSLFE�
PVU�DMFBSMZ�BOE� JO�EFUBJM�BOE�XSJUUFO�EPXO��5IFTF�
DBO�CF�OFHPUJBUFE�JOEJWJEVBMMZ�PS�XJUI�B�HSPVQ�
"� DPOUSBDU� FNCPEZJOH� UIFTF� QPJOUT� OFFET� UP� CF�
TJHOFE�CZ�UFBDIFST�BOE�TUVEFOUT�JOWPMWFE�
1PTTJCMZ�B�TQFDJBM�GPSN�DBO�CF�QSPEVDFE�UP�JODMVEF�
TUVEFOU�BOE�UFBDIFS�BTTFTTNFOU�PG�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�

3PHFS�)PMETXPSUI
GPS�UIF�8PSLJOH�1BSUZ�����
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Student Action Teams: 
Implementing Productive Practices in Primary and Secondary School Classrooms
Student Action Teams - teams of students who, as part of their school curriculum, adopt a community issue that they care 
passionately about, research it, decide what needs to be changed or improved and take action to achieve that.
In this book (April 2006) primary and secondary schools in Melbourne’s northern suburbs tell how to establish and 
implement Student Action Teams. They describe their students’ work researching and acting around traffic safety and 
the environment and reflect on what they have learnt: the basic principles of Student Action Teams, their practical 
operation, and the stories of successful approaches and outcomes in two projects. The principles and approaches 
outlined here can be used to guide developments in any school - acting alone or in a cluster. Includes sample 
worksheets and proformas.
Order NOW from Connect: $33 or $27.50 for Connect subscribers. ISBN: 978-0-9803133-2-1
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TIF� TFDPOE� BSUJDMF� AGSPN� UIF�
BSDIJWFT�� DPNFT� GSPN� $POOFDU�

��� "VHVTU� ������ .BSHBSFU� &MMJT�
XBT� B� SFHJPOBM� DPOTVMUBOU� XJUI� UIF�
1BSUJDJQBUJPO� BOE� &RVJUZ� 1SPHSBN�
	1&1
� JO� 7JDUPSJB�� 8F� IBWF� FYUSBDUFE�
TPNF�TFDUJPOT�GSPN�IFS�BSUJDMF�XIJDI�
EPO�U� SFQFBU� UIF� TUBUFNFOUT� PG� OFFE�
BOE� DPNNJUNFOU� GSPN� UIF� PUIFS�
BSUJDMFT� SFQSPEVDFE� IFSF� CVU� SBUIFS�
BEE�TPNF�QSBDUJDBM�JEFBT�BCPVU�IPX�
DSFEJU�DBO�CF�QSPWJEFE��

� .BSH� BMTP� QSPWJEFE� B�
QSBDUJDBM� FYBNQMF� GSPN� &DIVDB�
5FDIOJDBM� 4DIPPM� GSPN� ����� BOE�
UIJT�JMMVTUSBUFT�POF�XBZ�UIBU�B�TDIPPM�
EJTDPWFSFE� UP� SFDPHOJTF� UIF� XPSL�
PG� TUVEFOUT� PO� DPNNJUUFFT� JO� UIBU�
TDIPPM�

Negotiated Exemptions  
and Substitutions

From the archives ... 2

IU� JT� JOBQQSPQSJBUF� UP� BXBSE�
TUVEFOUT� SFDPHOJUJPO� GPS� UIFJS�

QBSUJDJQBUJPO�PUIFS�UIBO�BT�QBSU�PG�
UIF�DVSSJDVMVN��4QFDJBM�SFGFSFODFT�
MFUUFST� PG� DPNNFOEBUJPO�
FUD� EP� OPU� PWFSDPNF� UIF�
FEVDBUJPOBM� EJTBEWBOUBHF�
DVSSFOUMZ�FYQFSJFODFE�CZ�TUVEFOU�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�� 0OMZ� UISPVHI�
DSFEJU� BT� QBSU� PG� UIF� DVSSJDVMVN�
DBO�UIJT�FEVDBUJPOBM�EJTBEWBOUBHF�
CF�PWFSDPNF�
4PNF�"QQSPBDIFT�UP�
4UVEFOU�"DDSFEJUBUJPO
.BOZ�PG�UIFTF�UBTLT�QFSGPSNFE������CZ�
TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�BSF�JEFOUJDBM�
UP�PS�TJNJMBS�UP�PS�IJHIMZ�BQQSPQSJBUF�
UP� UBTLT� GPS� XIJDI� TUVEFOUT� SFDFJWF�
DSFEJU�JO�DMBTT�CVU�GPS�XIJDI�TUVEFOU�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� DVSSFOUMZ� HBJO� OP�
DSFEJU��4PNF�TDIPPMT�IBWF�SFDPHOJTFE�
UIJT�BOE�IBWF�OFHPUJBUFE�AFYFNQUJPOT��
GSPN�DMBTT�XPSL�PO�UIF�CBTJT�PG�XPSL�

EPOF�BT�TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��0UIFS�TDIPPMT�IBWF�JOUSPEVDFE�FMFDUJWFT�
PS�TVCKFDUT�JO�XIJDI�TUVEFOU�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�BOE�BTTPDJBUFE�TLJMMT�DPNQSJTF�
NBKPS�DPNQPOFOUT�PG�UIF�DPVSTFT��
/FHPUJBUFE�FYFNQUJPOT��
4UVEFOUT�OFHPUJBUF�XJUI�TDIPPMT�UP�SFDFJWF�DSFEJU�GPS�UIFJS�XPSL�JO�FYJTUJOH�
TVCKFDUT��"U�&DIVDB�5FDIOJDBM�4DIPPM�JO������GPS�FYBNQMF�:FBS���TUVEFOUT�
JOWPMWFE� XJUI� UIF� 1BSUJDJQBUJPO� BOE� &RVJUZ� 1SPHSBN� 	1&1� 5BTL� 'PSDF�
OFHPUJBUFE�XJUI�UIFJS�&OHMJTI�UFBDIFS�UP�IBWF�UIFJS�PSBM�DPOUSJCVUJPO�JO�UBTL�
GPSDF�NFFUJOHT� TDIPPMT� SFGFSFODF�HSPVQ�NFFUJOHT�BOE�TUVEFOU�OFUXPSL�
NFFUJOHT�DPVOU�UPXBSET�BOE�CF�BTTFTTFE�BT�QBSU�PG�UIFJS�PSBM�&OHMJTI�XPSL��
5IF�BTTFTTNFOU�XBT�EPOF�CZ�B�UBTL�GPSDF�UFBDIFS��4JNJMBSMZ�UIFJS�XSJUUFO�
SFQPSUT�PG�BMM�NFFUJOHT�BUUFOEFE�BSUJDMFT�XSJUUFO�GPS�TDIPPM�CVMMFUJOT�BOE�
OFXTMFUUFST� TQFFDIFT�XSJUUFO� GPS�QSFTFOUBUJPO�BU� TDIPPM� BTTFNCMJFT�FUD�
XFSF�BDDFQUFE�JO�MJFV�PG�PUIFS�XSJUUFO�NBUFSJBMT�BT�QBSU�PG�UIF�BTTFTTBCMF�
XPSLMPBE�� *U� JT�QPTTJCMF�UIBU�TUVEFOU�USFBTVSFST�DPVME�IBWF�UIFJS�mOBODJBM�
CPPLT�FUD�SFHBSEFE�BT�QBSU�PG�UIFJS�NBUIFNBUJDT�PS�BDDPVOUJOH�XPSLMPBE�
BOE� UIBU� TUVEFOU� SFTFBSDIFST� DPVME� IBWF� UIFJS� TVSWFZT�JOUFSWJFXT� BOE�
mOEJOHT�SFHBSEFE�BT�QBSU�PG�TPDJBM�TUVEJFT�PS�QPMJUJDT�TVCKFDUT�FUD�
� "�NPSF�EFUBJMFE� DBTF� TUVEZ�PG� &DIVDB�5FDIOJDBM� 4DIPPM� JT� JODMVEFE�
	TFF�CPY���SJHIU
�
� *U�JT�JNQPSUBOU�UIBU�BMM�TUVEFOUT�BSF�USFBUFE�FRVBMMZ�JO�TVDI�OFHPUJBUJPOT��
#FDBVTF�UFBDIFST�NJHIU�EJõFS� JO�UIF�FYUFOU�UP�XIJDI�UIFZ�XJMM�OFHPUJBUF�
FYFNQUJPOT�JU�JT�JNQPSUBOU�UIBU�TDIPPM�DVSSJDVMVN�DPNNJUUFFT�PS�$PVODJMT�
QSPWJEF� B� HVJEFMJOF� GPS� OFHPUJBUFE� FYFNQUJPOT� PS� QFSIBQT� FTUBCMJTI� B�
NPEFSBUJOH�HSPVQ�GPS�FYFNQUJPOT�

5IF�/FYU�4UFQT
*U� JT� VSHFOU� BOE� FTTFOUJBM� UIBU� TDIPPMT� BEESFTT� UIF� JTTVFT� PG� TUVEFOU�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�BOE� TUVEFOU�BDDSFEJUBUJPO��1PTTJCMF�BQQSPBDIFT�IBWF�CFFO�
TVHHFTUFE�BOE� JU� JT�OPX�VQ� UP� TDIPPMT� UP� TFMFDU�PS�EFWJTF� UIF�BQQSPBDI�

UIBU� CFTU�NFFUT� UIF� OFFET� PG� mSTU� UIF�
TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� BOE� TFDPOE�
UIF�TDIPPM�
� "� TUBSUJOH� QPJOU� DPVME� CF� SBJTJOH�
UIF�JTTVF�JO�NFFUJOHT�PG�TUBõ�TUVEFOUT�
QBSFOUT� DVSSJDVMVN� DPNNJUUFFT� BOE�
4DIPPM�$PVODJMT��'PMMPXJOH�PO�GSPN�UIJT�
UIF� $PVODJM� PG� DVSSJDVMVN� DPNNJUUFF�
DPVME� GPSN� B� XJEFMZ� SFQSFTFOUBUJWF�
4UVEFOU� "DDSFEJUBUJPO� 4VCDPNNJUUFF�
XIPTF�CSJFG�JT�UP�DPOTVMU�XJEFMZ�FYQMPSF�
UIF�QPTTJCJMJUJFT�BOE�SFDPNNFOE�QPMJDZ�
BOE�QSBDUJDFT�GPS�UIF�TDIPPM�
� 4PNF� PG� UIF� BSFBT� UP� CF� FYQMPSF�
XPVME�JODMVEF�

XIJDI� NPEFM� PG� BDDSFEJUBUJPO� JT�
NPTU�TVJUBCMF 
XIBU�BDUVBM�XPSL�JT�SFRVJSFE�PG�UIF�
TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWF 
IPX�TIPVME�UIJT�XPSL�CF�QSFTFOUFE�
BOE�PS�BTTFTTFE 
XIBU� CBDLHSPVOE� TLJMMT� BOE�
JOGPSNBUJPO� EPFT� UIF� TUVEFOU�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWF�OFFE 
XIP�XJMM�PWFS�TFF�UIF�BDDSFEJUBUJPO�
BOE�NBLF�UIF�BTTFTTNFOU 
TIPVME� JOEJWJEVBM� ADPOUSBDUT�� GPS�
FBDI�TUVEFOU�CF�OFHPUJBUFE�
TIPVME� ADPOUSBDUT�� CF� OFHPUJBUFE�
XJUI� JOEJWJEVBM� UFBDIFST� GBDVMUZ�
EFQBSUNFOU� TUBõ� DVSSJDVMVN�
DPNNJUUFF� PS� B� TUVEFOU�
BDDSFEJUBUJPO�NPEFSBUJOH�HSPVQ 
IPX�XJMM�UIF�TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��
QFSGPSNBODF� BOE� BTTFTTNFOU� CF�
SFQPSUFE� CBDL� UP� UIF� TUVEFOU� BOE�
QBSFOUT 

� 1FSIBQT� UIF� 4DIPPMT� 3FGFSFODF�
(SPVQ� PG� 1&1� TDIPPMT� DPVME� BTTJTU�
TDIPPMT�UP�HFU�TUBSUFE�CZ�GPS�FYBNQMF�

MJTUJOH� UIF� UBTLT� PG� TUVEFOU�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�
JEFOUJGZJOH� TVCKFDU� BSFBT� XIFSF�
UIPTF�UBTLT�NJHIU�CF�BQQSPQSJBUFMZ�
BTTJHOFE�BOE�BTTFTTFE�
SFDPNNFOEJOH� PO� NPEFMT� PG�
BDDSFEJUBUJPO�
ESBGUJOH� B� QPMJDZ� HVJEFMJOF� PO�
BDDSFEJUBUJPO��BOE�
ESBGUJOH� B� TZMMBCVT� GPS� B� A4UVEFOU�
1BSUJDJQBUJPO��VOJU�FMFDUJWF�TVCKFDU�

.BSHBSFU�&MMJT�����
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IO������&DIVDB�5FDIOJDBM�4DIPPM�CFDBNF�B�1BSUJDJQBUJPO�
BOE�&RVJUZ�1SPHSBN�TDIPPM��"NPOH�PUIFS� UIJOHT� UIJT�

JOWPMWFE� UIF� TDIPPM� JO� GVSUIFS� EFWFMPQJOH� JUT� TUVEFOU�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�JO�FEVDBUJPOBM�EFDJTJPO�NBLJOH�
� 7FSZ�TPPO�JOUP�UIF�TDIPPM�T�1&1�BDUJWJUJFT�JU�CFDBNF�
DMFBS� UIBU� UIF� TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� PO� UIF� 1&1�
.BOBHFNFOU� $PNNJUUFF� XFSF� NJTTJOH� NBOZ� DMBTTFT�
GBMMJOH�CFIJOE�JO�UIFJS�XPSL�BOE�CFJOH�QMBDFE�VOEFS�HSFBU�
QSFTTVSF�CFDBVTF�PG� UIFJS� SPMF�BT� TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��
*U�XBT�BQQBSFOU�UIBU�BDUJPO�IBE�UP�CF�UBLFO�UP�FOTVSF�UIBU�
UIFTF�TUVEFOUT�XFSF�OPU�QFOBMJTFE�GPS�UIFJS�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�
� 0OF�PG�UIF�TUBĊ�NFNCFST�PO�UIF�1&1�.BOBHFNFOU�
$PNNJUUFF�XBT�BMTP�POF�PG�UIF�TDIPPM�T�GPVS�43$�MJBJTPO�
UFBDIFST� BOE� GPSUVOBUFMZ� BT� JU� UVSOFE� PVU� XBT� BMTP� UIF�
&OHMJTI� UFBDIFS� PG� UIF� 1&1� TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��
#FDBVTF� PG� IFS� JOWPMWFNFOU� XJUI� B� CSPBE� SBOHF� PG�
TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� TIF� XBT� BXBSF� PG� UIF� UBTLT�
UIBU� TVDI� TUVEFOUT� IBE� UP� VOEFSUBLF� BT� QBSU� PG� UIF�
FEVDBUJPOBM�EFDJTJPO�NBLJOH�QSPDFTTFT�BOE�TIF�TBX�UIFJS�
BQQSPQSJBUFOFTT� UP� UIF�TDIPPM�T�DVSSJDVMVN��4IF�EFDJEFE�
BT�B�USJBM�TDIFNF�UP�OFHPUJBUF�FYFNQUJPOT�PS�TVCTUJUVUJPOT�
GSPN�UIF�SFRVJSFE�XPSL�JO�IFS�&OHMJTI�DMBTTFT�GPS�UIF�1&1�
TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�
� "MM�TUVEFOUT�JO�IFS�&OHMJTI�DMBTTFT�XFSF�SFRVJSFE�UP�
DPNQMFUF�B�NJOJNVN�OVNCFS�PG�XSJUJOH�BDUJWJUJFT�WBSJFE�
JO�UZQF�BOE�MFOHUI�BDDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�TUVEFOUT��BCJMJUJFT�BOE�
DPODFQUVBM� EFWFMPQNFOU�� *O� 5FSN� �� BMM� TUVEFOUT� XFSF�
FYQFDUFE�UP�DPNQMFUF����TVDI�QJFDFT�PG�BTTFTTBCMF�XSJUJOH��
ɩF� 1&1� TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� XFSF� HJWFO� DPNQMFUF�
FYFNQUJPO� GSPN�mWF� PG� UIFTF� PO� UIF� CBTJT� PG� PĊ�TFUUJOH�
UJNF� NJTTFE� JO� BMM� DMBTTFT� CFDBVTF� PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JO�
NFFUJOHT��ɩF�UJNF�UIBU�XPVME�IBWF�CFFO�TQFOU�PO�UIPTF�
VOJUT�DPVME�CF�VTFE�UP�DBUDI�VQ�PO�PUIFS�NJTTFE�XPSL�FH�
XSJUJOH�VQ�OPUFT�TUVEZJOH�GPS�UFTUT�FUD�
� ɩF�1&1�TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�XFSF�BMTP�BMMPXFE�
	BGUFS�OFHPUJBUJPO�PO�SFMBUJWF�FĊPSU�EFHSFF�PG�EJċDVMUZ�FUD
�
UP�TVCTUJUVUF�XSJUUFO�XPSL�EPOF�BT�QBSU�PG�UIFJS�TUVEFOU�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�GPS�PUIFS�XSJUUFO�XPSL�XIJDI�XPVME�OPSNBMMZ�
CF�EPOF�GPS�&OHMJTI��&YBNQMFT�PG�UIJT�TVCTUJUVUJPO�XFSF�

BHFOEB� BOE� NJOVUFT� PG� TUVEFOU� TVCDPNNJUUFFT� JO�
MJFV�PG�TVNNBSZ�XSJUJOH�BOE�UFDIOJDBM�JOTUSVDUJPOBM�
XSJUJOH�FYFSDJTFT�
MFUUFST�UP�PUIFS�43$T�TDIPPM�DPNNJUUFFT�FUD�JO�MJFV�PG�
MFUUFS�XSJUJOH�FYFSDJTFT�
SFQPSUT� PG� 1&1� NFFUJOHT� GPS� UIF� 43$� BOE� PUIFS�
TUVEFOU�DPNNJUUFFT�JO�MJFV�PG�SFQPSU�XSJUJOH�PS�FTTBZ�
XSJUJOH�FYFSDJTFT�
BSUJDMFT� XSJUUFO� GPS� UIF� TDIPPM� CVMMFUJOT� BOE� QBSFOU�
OFXTMFUUFST�JO�MJFV�PG�DSFBUJWF�XSJUJOH�FYFSDJTFT�
EFTJHO�BOE�BENJOJTUSBUJPO�PG�TVSWFZT�JO�MJFV�PG�NBKPS�
XSJUUFO�BTTJHONFOUT�

t

t

t

t

t
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� 0SBM� &OHMJTI� XBT� B� NBKPS� QBSU� PG� UIF� &OHMJTI�
TZMMBCVT�BOE�UIF�1&1�TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� JOTUFBE�PG�
CFJOH�BTTFTTFE�PO�JNQSPNQUV�BOE�QSFQBSFE�UBMLT�JO�DMBTT�
DPOUSJCVUJPO� UP� TNBMM�HSPVQ�BOE�XIPMF�DMBTT�EJTDVTTJPOT�
JO�MFTTPOT�BOE�SFDJUBUJPOT�FUD�XFSF�BMMPXFE�UP�TVCTUJUVUF�
UIFJS�QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JO� DPNNJUUFF�NFFUJOHT� UIFJS� TLJMMT� JO�
DIBJSJOH�NFFUJOHT�UIFJS�BEESFTTFT�UP�GPSN�ZFBS�BOE�TDIPPM�
BTTFNCMJFT� BOE� UIFJS� JOUFSWJFXT� XJUI� UIF� 1SJODJQBM� FUD��
#FDBVTF� UIF�&OHMJTI� UFBDIFS�XBT�BO�43$� MJBJTPO� UFBDIFS�
BOE�PO�UIF�1&1�5BTL�'PSDF�UIF�BTTFTTNFOU�PG�UIFTF�UBTLT�
XBT�SFMBUJWFMZ�FBTJMZ�BSSBOHFE�
� ɩF� SFBEJOH� BDUJWJUJFT� PG� TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�
XFSF�BMTP�FYFNQUFE�PS�TVCTUJUVUFE��#FDBVTF�1&1�TUVEFOU�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� XFSF� SFRVJSFE� UP� SFBE� B� HSFBU� EFBM� PG�
EPDVNFOUBUJPO� JODMVEJOH� DPNNJUUFF� QBQFST�.JOJTUFSJBM�
1BQFST� UIF� 1&1�(VJEF� FUD� UIFZ� XFSF� SFRVJSFE� UP� SFBE�
GFXFS�OPWFMT� TIPSU� TUPSJFT�BOE�DPNQSFIFOTJPO�NBUFSJBMT��
0GUFO� JO� DMBTT� UIFZ� XFSF� HJWFO� UIF� DIPJDF� PG� SFBEJOH�
NBUFSJBMT�SFMFWBOU�UP�UIFJS�TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWF�UBTLT�PS�
HFOFSBM�&OHMJTI�SFBEJOH�NBUUFS�
� 0O� PDDBTJPOT� NBUFSJBM� VTFE� GPS� DMFBS�UIJOLJOH�
FYFSDJTFT�XFSF�EJSFDUMZ�SFMBUFE�UP�UIF�TUVEFOU�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��
XPSL�FH�BOBMZTJT�PG�BSHVNFOUT� GPS� TUVEFOUT�IBWJOH�NPSF�
TBZ�JO�UIFJS�PXO�MFBSOJOH�FYQFSJFODFT��'SPN�UJNF�UP�UJNF�
XSJUJOH� FYFSDJTFT� XFSF� TVHHFTUFE� UIBU� XPVME� IFMQ� UIFTF�
TUVEFOUT�GPSNVMBUF�UIFJS�PQJOJPOT�FH�FTTBZ�UPQJDT�XFSF�TFU�
PO�TVDI�NBUUFST�BT��i4IPVME�UIJT�TDIPPM�DPOUJOVF�XJUI�JUT�
QSFTFOU�GPSN�PG�BTTFTTNFOU �%JTDVTT�w
� ɩF� TUVEFOUT�� SFQPSUT� DMFBSMZ� TUBUFE� UIBU� UIFZ� IBE�
CFFO�HJWFO�FYFNQUJPOT�GPS�DFSUBJO�UBTLT�CFDBVTF�UIFZ�IBE�
QBSUJDJQBUFE�JO�PUIFS�BDUJWJUJFT��ɩFTF�PUIFS�BDUJWJUJFT�XFSF�
MJTUFE�� ɩF� SFQPSUT� BMTP� TUBUFE� UIBU� UIFTF� TUVEFOUT� IBE�
DPNQMFUFE�B�OVNCFS�PG�PUIFS�UBTLT�UIBU�IBE�CFFO�JODMVEFE�
JO�UIFJS�BTTFTTBCMF�XPSL�BT�FRVJWBMFOU�TVCTUJUVUJPOT��ɩFTF�
UBTLT�XFSF�MJTUFE�UPP�
� ɩFSF� XFSF� B� OVNCFS� PG� TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��
KPCT� UIBU� DPVME� IBWF� CFFO� TVCTUJUVUFE� JO� PUIFS� DMBTTFT�
CVU� CFDBVTF� PG� UIF� USJBM� OBUVSF� PG� UIF� TDIFNF�XFSF�OPU��
ɩFTF�KPCT�JODMVEFE�UZQJOH�PG�EPDVNFOUBUJPO�	4FDSFUBSJBM�
4UVEJFT
�UBLJOH�PG�NJOVUFT�	4FDSFUBSJBM�4UVEJFT
�LFFQJOH�
mOBODJBM� SFDPSET� 	"DDPVOUJOH
� EFTJHO� PG� QPTUFST� BOE�
QVCMJDJUZ� NBUFSJBMT� 	"SU� PS� (SBQIJDT
� EFWJTJOH� TVSWFZT�
	4PDJBM�4UVEJFT
�
� *O�TIPSU�UIF�OFHPUJBUFE�FYFNQUJPOT�BOE�TVCTUJUVUJPOT�
TDIFNF� OPU� POMZ� SFNPWFE� UIF� QFOBMUJFT� PG� TUVEFOU�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� BOE� BXBSEFE� TUVEFOUT� EVF� DSFEJU� GPS� UIFJS�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� CVU� CSPBEFOFE� UIF� DVSSJDVMVN� TP� UIBU� JU�
XBT�CBTFE�PO�SFBM�MJGF�FYQFSJFODF�SBUIFS�UIBO�PO�BDBEFNJD�
FYFSDJTFT�

.BSHBSFU�&MMJT�3FHJPOBM�1&1�$POTVMUBOU�
-PEEPO�$BNQBTQF�.BMMFF�3FHJPO�7JD



Connect 174:12

TIF� UIJSE� BSUJDMF� AGSPN� UIF�
BSDIJWFT�� DPNFT� GSPN� $POOFDU�

������ 'FCSVBSZ�"QSJM� ������ *U� QJDLT�
VQ� PO� BOE� DIBMMFOHFT� TPNF� PG� UIF�
JEFBT� JO� UIF� QSFWJPVT� BSUJDMFT� UBLJOH�
B�NPSF�DSJUJDBM�BOE�DVSSJDVMVN�CBTFE�
QFSTQFDUJWF��

� 5IF�BSUJDMF�NBLFT�SFGFSFODF�UP�UIF�
.JOJTUFSJBM� 1BQFST� �� UIF� FEVDBUJPO�
QPMJDZ�EPDVNFOUT�PG� UIF� UJNF�� 5IFTF�
TQFDJmD� FYBNQMFT� DBO� CF� SFQMBDFE�
CZ� TJNJMBS� QPMJDJFT� TUBUFNFOUT� BOE�
SFTFBSDI� mOEJOHT� PG� UPEBZ� BOE� PG�
PUIFS�KVSJTEJDUJPOT�

� 5IFSF�JT�BMTP�SFGFSFODF�IFSF�UP�UIF�
QVCMJDBUJPO� PG�$SFEJU� BOE� 4VQQPSU�
JO�7JDUPSJB�	%FQBSUNFOU�PG�&EVDBUJPO�
����
�� $PQJFT� PG� UIJT� WBMVBCMF�
EPDVNFOU� NBZ� TUJMM� CF� JO� TDIPPM�
MJCSBSJFT� JO�7JDUPSJB�CVU�BSF�QSPCBCMZ�
PUIFSXJTF�IBSE�UP�mOE��*�XPOEFS�XIP�
XF� OFFE� UP� BTL� BCPVU� SF�QVCMJTIJOH�
JU 

� 5IJT� EPDVNFOU� BMTP� BQQFBSFE�
JO� B� TMJHIUMZ� EJõFSFOU� GPSN� JO� UIF�
����� 	$PNNPOXFBMUI
� 4DIPPMT�
$PNNJTTJPO� QVCMJDBUJPO�� 4UVEFOU�
1BSUJDJQBUJPO�BOE�UIF�1BSUJDJQBUJPO�
BOE� &RVJUZ� 1SPHSBN� 	XIJDI� BMTP�
NBZ�CF�JO�MJCSBSJFT
�

Putting the Participation  
Back Into Representation

From the archives ... 3

GJWJOH� BDBEFNJD� DSFEJU� UP�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� DPOUBJOT�

TPNF�NBKPS� USBQT��5IFTF� BSF� OPU�
PSHBOJTBUJPOBM�USBQT�o�UIF�XFBMUI�
PG� BWBJMBCMF� NBUFSJBM� BOE� UIF�
QVCMJDBUJPO�PG�$SFEJU�BOE�4VQQPSU�
XJMM�HP�B�MPOH�XBZ�UPXBSET�TPMVUJPO�
PG�TVDI�RVFTUJPOT�PG�QSPDFTT�
�����/P�XIBU�*�N�SFGFSSJOH�UP�BSF�UIF�
FEVDBUJPOBM�USBQT�
� � � �"GUFS�BMM� JO�7JDUPSJB�XF�IBWF�B�
TUBUFNFOU� JO� .JOJTUFSJBM� 1BQFS�
�� 	$VSSJDVMVN� %FWFMPQNFOU� BOE�
1MBOOJOH�JO�7JDUPSJB
�UIBU�

���� 5IF� (PWFSONFOU�
JOUFOET� UIBU� BMM� TUVEFOUT�
IBWF� BDDFTT� UP� FEVDBUJPOBM�
FYQFSJFODFT� UIBU� BSF�
DIBMMFOHJOH� QVSQPTFGVM�
BOE� DPNQSFIFOTJWF� BOE�
UIBU� SFTVMU� JO� BMM� TUVEFOUT�
JNQSPWJOH� UIFJS� FEVDBUJPOBM�
BDIJFWFNFOU��	NZ�FNQIBTJT


BOE�UIJT�JT�GVSUIFS�EFWFMPQFE�
���� 5IF� UBTL� PG� FOTVSJOH�
FõFDUJWF� BDDFTT� SFRVJSFT� UIBU�
TDIPPMT� ���� EFTJHO� DPVSTFT� TP�
UIBU� TUVEFOUT� NBZ� QBSUJDJQBUF�
JO�FBDI�BSFB�PG�MFBSOJOH�BOE�BSF�
OPU�QSFWFOUFE�GSPN�DPOUJOVJOH�
UIFJS� MFBSOJOH� BT� B� SFTVMU� PG�
TDIPPM�PSHBOJTBUJPO����	QQ������


� � � � �5P�QVU� JU�CMVOUMZ�IPX�DBO�XF�
KVTUJGZ� HJWJOH� UJNF� BOE� GPSNBM�

DSFEJU� XJUIJO� UIF� TDIPPM�T� DVSSJDVMVN� UP� MFBSOJOH�
BDUJWJUJFT� UP� XIJDI� OFDFTTBSJMZ� POMZ� B� GFX� TUVEFOUT�
DBO�HBJO�BDDFTT �"SFO�U�XF� KVTU�FTUBCMJTIJOH�BOPUIFS�
FMJUF�FYDMVTJWF�TVCKFDU�BSFBT�	BOE�QPUFOUJBMMZ�PQFOJOH�
UIBU�BSFB�UP�BMSFBEZ�BEWBOUBHFE�TUVEFOUT
 
� -FU�T�MPPL�BU�IPX�SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�EFWFMPQT���8JUIJO�
B�TDIPPM�PG� 	TBZ
�����TUVEFOUT�EFDJTJPOT�PG� UIF�UZQF�
NBEF� CZ� B� 4DIPPM� $PVODJM� 	TDIPPM� DVSSJDVMVN� BOE�
EJTDJQMJOF� QPMJDJFT� SFTPVSDF� BMMPDBUJPO� GPSXBSE�
QMBOOJOH�BOE�TP�PO
�BSF�HFOFSBMMZ�EFBMU�XJUI�BU�TPNF�
EJTUBODF�GSPN�UIF�GPSVNT�PG�UIF�XIPMF�TDIPPM�CPEZ��
"� GFX� TNBMM� 	BMUFSOBUJWF� PS� DPNNVOJUZ
� TDIPPMT�
IBWF� EFWFMPQFE� QSPDFEVSFT� CZ� XIJDI� UIF� XIPMF�
TDIPPM� DPNNVOJUZ� DBO� NFFU� BT� POF� BOE� EFDJEF�

VQPO�QPMJDZ�EJSFDUJPOT�CVU�TVDI�BO�
BQQSPBDI�XJUIJO� B� MBSHF� JOTUJUVUJPO�
JT� DVNCFSTPNF� BOE� QSPCBCMZ�
VONBOBHFBCMF�� 5IVT� GPSNT� PG�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�BSF�EFWFMPQFE�
� 1FSIBQT�UIFSF�BSF�UISFF�TUVEFOUT�
PO� UIF� 4DIPPM� $PVODJM� BOE� UIFZ� JO�
UVSO�BSF�ESBXO�GSPN�BOE�PS�BEWJTFE�
CZ�B�4UVEFOU�3FQSFTFOUBUJWF�$PVODJM�
	43$
� o� DPOTJTUJOH� QFSIBQT� PG� UXP�
TUVEFOUT� GSPN� FBDI� IPNF� PS� DMBTT�
HSPVQ��*O�UIF�CFTU�PG�DJSDVNTUBODFT�
UIF�TUVEFOUT�PO�UIF�4DIPPM�$PVODJM�
NFFU� SFHVMBSMZ� XJUI� UIF� 43$� UP�
SFQPSU� PO� JTTVFT� GBDJOH� UIF� 4DIPPM�
$PVODJM� BOE� XIFSF� OFDFTTBSZ� UIF�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� PO� UIF� 43$� SFUVSO�
UP� UIFJS�ADPOTUJUVFOUT�� GPS�EJTDVTTJPO�
BOE� BEWJDF�� 1FSIBQT� CPUI� UIF� 43$�
BOE� UIF� IPNF�DMBTT� NFFUJOHT� BSF�
SFHVMBSMZ�UJNFUBCMFE�UP�BMMPX�UIJT�UP�
IBQQFO�BOE�BSF� SFDPHOJTFE� UP� UIBU�
FYUFOU� BT� JNQPSUBOU� DPNQPOFOUT�
PG� UIF� TDIPPM�T� DVSSJDVMVN� PS�
PSHBOJTBUJPOBM�TUSVDUVSF�
� *U� IBT� CFFO� BSHVFE� BU� TPNF�
MFOHUI� UIBU�CPUI� UJNF� 	UP�DBSSZ�PVU�
UIF�SPMF�PG�SFQSFTFOUBUJWF
�BOE�GPSNBM�
DSFEJU� GPS� MFBSOJOH� BSF� JNQPSUBOU��
/PU� MFBTU� BNPOH� UIF� SFBTPOT� IBT�
CFFO� B� EFTJSF� UP� FOTVSF� UIBU� OP�
POF� JT� EF�CBSSFE� GSPN� CFDPNJOH� B�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWF�
� #VU� UIBU�T� OPU� FOPVHI�� 5P�
SFQFBU� UIF� EJMFNNB�� POMZ� B� GFX�
DBO� CF� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�� IPX� DBO�
XF�TVQQPSU�DSFEJU�GPS�TPNFUIJOH�UP�
XIJDI� POMZ� B� GFX� DBO� HBJO� BDDFTT �
*O�UIF�BQQSPBDI�XF�PVUMJOFE�BCPWF�
UIF� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� PO� UIF� CPEJFT�
BDU� FTTFOUJBMMZ� BT� JOEJWJEVBMT�� 5IFZ�
UIFNTFMWFT�BSF�BDUJWF�QBSUJDJQBOUT�JO�
UIF�EFDJTJPO�NBLJOH�QSPDFTT�BOE�BSF�
HVJEFE�SFHVMBSMZ�CZ� MJOLT�XJUI� UIFJS�
DPOTUJUVFOUT� CVU� UIFZ� BSF� TUJMM� OPU�
BõFDUJOH� UIF� FEVDBUJPOBM� QBTTJWJUZ�
PG�UIF�HSFBU�CPEZ�PG�TUVEFOUT�
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� 5IFSF� JT� B� XBZ� PVU� UIF�
EJMFNNB� CVU� JU� JT� B� EJöDVMU� BOE�
DIBMMFOHJOH� DVSSJDVMVN� EFDJTJPO��
1BSUJDJQBUJPO�NVTU�CF�QVU�CBDL�JOUP�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�
� "� BQQSPBDI� UP� SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�
UIBU� JEFOUJmFT� JU� BT� QSJNBSJMZ�
QBSUJDJQBUJWF� FOBCMFT� VT� UP� UVSO�
UIF�RVFTUJPO�SPVOE�CZ�BTLJOH��IPX�
DBO�XF�USBOTGPSN�UIF�OBUVSF�PG�UIF�
JTTVFT�VOEFS�DPOTJEFSBUJPO�BOE� UIF�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� QSPDFTT� TP� UIBU� JU� JT�
OFDFTTBSJMZ� JODMVTJWF� BOE� DPNNPO �
5IBU�JT�IPX�DBO�XF�CVJME�UIF�JTTVFT�
JOUP� B� DVSSJDVMVN� UIBU� JT� PQFO� UP�
BMM� JNQPSUBOU� UP� BMM� BOE� UISPVHI�
XIJDI� JO�WBSJPVT�XBZT�BMM� TUVEFOUT�
DBO� DPOUSJCVUF� UP� BDIJFWJOH�
DPNNPOMZ�BHSFFE�HPBMT �5IF�JTTVFT�
PG� SFDPHOJUJPO� UISPVHI� BMMPDBUJPO�
PG� UJNF� DSFEJU� BOE� TVQQPSU� UIFO�
CFDPNF� UIF� AOPSNBM�� DVSSJDVMVN�
BOE� BENJOJTUSBUJWF� RVFTUJPOT� PG�
UIF� TDIPPM� o� POFT� PG� HPBM� TFUUJOH�
BOE� BMMPDBUJPO� PG� SFTPVSDFT� UP�
UIFJS� BDIJFWFNFOU� o� BOE� TUVEFOU�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JT� FTTFOUJBM� UP� UIF�
XBZT�JO�XIJDI�UIF�TDIPPM�T� MFBSOJOH�
QSPHSBN�JT�JNQMFNFOUFE�
� *O� TVDI� QBSUJDJQBUPSZ�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� UIF� QSFTFODF� PG�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT� VQPO� B� EFDJTJPO�
NBLJOH� CPEZ� JT� POMZ� POF� QBSU� PG� B�
CSPBEFS� GPSN� PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO� CZ�
BMM� TUVEFOUT� JO� UIF� JTTVFT� VOEFS�
DPOTJEFSBUJPO�� 5IJT� XJMM� NFBO� UIF�
EFWFMPQNFOU� PG� SFHVMBS� GPSVNT�
	BO� 43$� BOE� DMBTT� HSPVQ�NFFUJOHT
�
GPS� EJTDVTTJPO� PG� JTTVFT� JO� PSEFS�
UP� JOGPSN� BOE� ESBX� EJSFDUJPO��
5IBU�T� B� OFDFTTBSZ� DPOEJUJPO� CVU�
TUJMM� OPU� TVöDJFOU�� 1BSUJDJQBUPSZ�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� DBO� BOE� TIPVME�
HP� CFZPOE� UIBU� JO� EJSFDUJPOT�
UIBU� BSF� FEVDBUJWF� SBUIFS� UIBO�
BENJOJTUSBUJWF�
� "O� FEVDBUJWF� BQQSPBDI�
SFHBSET� UIF� NBOZ� QPMJDZ� JTTVFT�
VOEFS� DPOTJEFSBUJPO� UP� CF� DFOUSBM�
UP� UIF� DVSSJDVMVN� QSPDFTTFT� PG� UIF�
TDIPPM� BOE� UIVT� SFMFWBOU� UP� BDUJWF�
DPOTJEFSBUJPO� BOE� JOWFTUJHBUJPO�
XJUIJO� UIF� UFBDIJOH� BOE� MFBSOJOH�
TUSBUFHJFT� PG� UIF� TDIPPM�� 5IFZ� BSF�
QMBOOFE�BT�QBSU�PG�UIF�EFNPDSBUJDBMMZ�

EFUFSNJOFE� DVSSJDVMVN� PG� UIF�
TDIPPM�
� 4P�GPS�FYBNQMF�EFWFMPQNFOU�
PG� B� TDIPPM� QPMJDZ� PO� SJHIUT� BOE�
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT� GPS� UIF� XIPMF�
TDIPPM� DPNNVOJUZ�XPVME� JOWPMWF�
mSTUMZ� BO� VOEFSTUBOEJOH� PG� XIZ�
TVDI�B�QPMJDZ� JT�BO� JNQPSUBOU�QBSU�
PG� UIF� MFBSOJOH�PG� UIF� DPNNVOJUZ�
BOE� TFDPOEMZ� � IPX� EFWFMPQNFOU�
PG� UIBU� QPMJDZ� NJHIU� JOWPMWF� UIF�
BDUJWF�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�PG�BMM�TUVEFOUT�
JO� JOWFTUJHBUJPO� PG� UIF� JTTVF� BT�
QBSU� PG� UIFJS� DMBTTSPPN� QSBDUJDF��
7BSJPVT� DMBTTSPPN� HSPVQT� NJHIU�
MPPL� BU� BTQFDUT� PG� UIF� JTTVF�
DPPSEJOBUJOH� UIFJS� JOUFSFTUT�
UISPVHI�UIFJS�43$�SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT��
0OF� HSPVQ� NJHIU� EFDJEF� UP�
JOUFSWJFX�QBSFOUT�PS�UP�ESBX�UIFN�
JOUP� BDUJWF� QBSUJDJQBUJPO� PO� UIF�
QPMJDZ� EFUFSNJOBUJPO�� � BOPUIFS�
HSPVQ� NJHIU� JOWFTUJHBUF� FYJTUJOH�
DIBSUFST� PG� SJHIUT� BU� JOUFSOBUJPOBM�
MFWFMT�� BOPUIFS� NJHIU� DPMMFDU�
FYBNQMFT� PG� QSBDUJDFT� GSPN� PUIFS�
TDIPPMT� UPHFUIFS� XJUI� QSPDFTTFT�
PG� EFWFMPQNFOU� BOE� SFBDUJPOT�
GSPN�UIF�TDIPPM�DPNNVOJUJFT��TUJMM�
BOPUIFS� NJHIU� HSBQQMF� XJUI� UIF�
QPMJUJDBM� JTTVFT� BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI� BO�
"VTUSBMJBO�#JMM�PG�3JHIUT��"�WBSJFUZ�PG�
BDUJWJUJFT� BEPQUFE� XJUI� BUUFOUJPO�
UP� BHF� JOUFSFTU� FYQFSJFODF� BOE�
BCJMJUJFT� XPVME� BJN� UP� IBWF� BT�
NBOZ� TUVEFOUT� BT� QPTTJCMF� BDUJWF�
QBSUJDJQBOUT� JO� JTTVFT� UIBU� BõFDU�
CPUI�UIFJS�CFIBWJPVS�JO�UIF�TDIPPM�
BOE� UIF� SPMF� PG� UIF� TDIPPM� JO� JUT�
XJEFS�TPDJBM�DPOUFYU��'JOBM�EFDJTJPO�
NBLJOH� PO� TVDI� B� QPMJDZ� BOE� JUT�
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO� NPOJUPSJOH�
BOE� FWBMVBUJPO� XPVME� GPMMPX� BT�
B� OBUVSBM� DPOTFRVFODF� PG� UIJT�
FEVDBUJPO�QSPDFTT�
� 5IF� QSPDFTT� PG� QBSUJDJQBUPSZ�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� CFDPNFT�
DPODFSOFE� XJUI� QSPWJEJOH� B�
NFBOT� GPS� JNQSPWJOH� UIF� MFBSOJOH�
FYQFSJFODFT�PG�BMM�BCPVU�TJHOJmDBOU�
JTTVFT�SBUIFS�UIBO�FJUIFS�SFHBSEJOH�
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� BT� BO� FYUFSOBM�
UBTL� PS� QSPWJEJOH� BDDFTT� UP� B�
MFBSOJOH�FYQFSJFODF�POMZ�GPS�B�GFX�
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�

� *�DBO�PVUMJOF�TVDI�BO�BQQSPBDI�
CSJFnZ�CVU�PG�DPVSTF� *�DBO�U�EJTNJTT�
UIF� EJöDVMUJFT� JOWPMWFE� JO� TVDI�
NBTTJWF� DVSSJDVMVN� SF�PSJFOUBUJPO��
1SFTFOU� QSBDUJDFT� PG� SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�
BSF� B� TUBHF� 	BOE� NVTU� CF� TFFO� UP�
CF� UIBU
� UPXBSET� TVDI� B� CSPBEFS�
WJFX� PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO�� 4UVEFOUT�
BSF� TUJMM� XPSLJOH� PO� UIFTF� CPEJFT�
BOE� BSF� TUJMM� CFJOH� BEWJTFE� BOE�
JOGPSNFE�CZ� TUVEFOU�PSHBOJTBUJPOT��
3FQSFTFOUBUJPO� JT� JO� NBOZ�
DJSDVNTUBODFT� B� MFHJTMBUJWF� SFBMJUZ�
BOE�SFRVJSFNFOU��*U�JT�JNQPSUBOU�UIBU�
BT�QBSU�PG�UIF�EFWFMPQNFOU�PG�TUVEFOU�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JO� UIBU� DVSSJDVMVN�
SF�PSJFOUBUJPO� SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� PG�
TUVEFOUT�DPOUJOVFT�BOE�DPOUJOVFT�UP�
FYQPTF�JUT�OFFET�BOE�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�
� 4VDI� DIBOHFT� EPO�U� PDDVS� CZ�
XBJUJOH� VOUJM� UIF� QFSGFDU� TDFOBSJP�
PG�TUVEFOU�QBSUJDJQBUJPO�DBO�CF�QVU�
JOUP� QMBDF�XIPMFTBMF� PS� CZ� TPMWJOH�
RVFTUJPOT�PG�DSFEJU�BU�DMBTTSPPN�MFWFM�
BOE�TMPXMZ�FYUFOEJOH�UIF�CPVOET�PG�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�JOUP�AVQQFS�MFWFMT��POMZ�
BGUFS� QSPDFTTFT� BSF� TFDVSF� JO� UIF�
DMBTTSPPN�
� $IBOHF� JT� B� NPSF� DPNQMFY�
QPMJUJDBM� QSPDFTT� UIBU� BEWBODFT�
KFSLJMZ� TFJ[JOH� PQQPSUVOJUJFT� BOE�
EFWFMPQJOH� JO� TFWFSBM� EJSFDUJPOT�
BU� PODF�� )PQFGVMMZ� TVDI� EJSFDUJPOT�
DPIFSF� o� B� NBKPS� JTTVF� JT� UP� NBLF�
TVSF� UIFZ� EP�� *O� TVDI� B� WJFX�
TUVEFOU� SFQSFTFOUBUJPO� JO� JUT�
QSFTFOU� 	JNQFSGFDU
� GPSN� JT� POF�
NPSF� TUFQ� BO� PQQPSUVOJUZ� UP� CF�
EFWFMPQFE�UPXBSET�CSPBEFS�NPEFMT�
PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO�� "OE� UIBU� CSJOHT�
VT�CBDL� UP� UIF� JNNFEJBUF� JTTVFT�PG�
DSFEJU�BOE�TVQQPSU�
� *U� EPFT� IPXFWFS� TPVOE� POF�
FOPSNPVT�XBSOJOH�OPUF��/PU�FWFSZ�
GPSN�PG�SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�BOE�OPU�FWFSZ�
GPSN� PG� QBSUJDJQBUJPO� JT� EFTFSWJOH�
PG�DSFEJU�BOE�TVQQPSU��5IF�NFBTVSF�
NVTU� CF�� JT� TVDI� SFQSFTFOUBUJPO�
BJNFE� BU� UIF� NBYJNJTBUJPO� PG� UIF�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO� PG� BMM� JO� BDUJWJUJFT�
UIBU� MFBE� UP� BO� JNQSPWFE� MFBSOJOH�
FYQFSJFODF�GPS�BMM 

3PHFS�)PMETXPSUI�����
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TIF�GPVSUI�BOE�mOBM�BSUJDMF�AGSPN�
UIF� BSDIJWFT�� DPNFT� GSPN� B�

NPSF� SFDFOU� TPVSDF�� UIF� 4UVEFOU�
"DUJPO� 5FBNT�.BOVBM�� A"DUJOH� GPS�
$IBOHF�� 	����� �� SFUJUMFE�� A-FBSOJOH�
JO� UIF� $PNNVOJUZ�� XIFO� SFQSJOUFE�
JO� ����
�� 5IJT� NBOVBM� JT� BWBJMBCMF�
PO�MJOF� BU�� XXX�FEVXFC�WJD�HPW�
BV�FEVMJCSBSZ�QVCMJD�DVSSJDNBO�
NJEEMFZFBS�4UVEFOU"DUJPO5FBNT
.BOVBM�����QEG

*O� UIJT� TFDUJPO� PO� A$SFEJU� BOE�
BTTFTTNFOU�� VTFGVM� EJTUJODUJPOT� BSF�
NBEF� CFUXFFO� BDLOPXMFEHFNFOU�
BDBEFNJD� DSFEJU� BOE� QSPWJTJPO� PG�
UJNF��)PXFWFS�UIF�CBTJD�JEFBT�BCPVU�
OFHPUJBUFE� FYFNQUJPOT� BOE� TUVEFOU�
SFRVJSFNFOUT� DBSSZ� JEFBT� GSPN� UIF�
FBSMJFS�BSUJDMFT��5IF�.BOVBM�BMTP�BEET�
B�VTFGVM�$SFEJU�$IFDLMJTU��

Student Action Teams:  
Credit and Assessment

From the archives ... 4

T IF�4UVEFOU�"DUJPO�5FBN�	4"5
�
JT� BO� JNQPSUBOU� QBSU� PG� UIF�

TDIPPM� BOE� UIF� XPSL� PG� TUVEFOUT�
BOE� UFBDIFST� JO� JU� OFFET� UP� CF�
SFDPHOJTFE�

4UVEFOUT
"� 4UVEFOU� "DUJPO� 5FBN� TIPVME�
JOWPMWF� TUVEFOU� MFBSOJOH� BOE�
UIFSF� TIPVME� CF� TPNF� GPSN� PG�
BTTFTTNFOU� PS� DSFEJU� BWBJMBCMF� GPS�
TUVEFOUT��XPSL��5IJT� DPVME� JOWPMWF�
B� GPSNBM� BTTFTTNFOU� XJUIJO� PS�
BMPOHTJEF�PUIFS�TVCKFDUT�B�TQFDJmD�
SFGFSFODF� PS� DFSUJmDBUJPO� TQFDJBM�
BDDFTT�UP�USBJOJOH�o�BT�XFMM�BT�NPSF�
JOUBOHJCMF� SFTVMUT� MJLF� QVCMJDJUZ�
UISPVHI� UIF� MPDBM� QSFTT� BOE�
QFSTPOBM�TBUJTGBDUJPO�

� *U� JT� JNQPSUBOU� UP� EJTUJOHVJTI�
CFUXFFO�

BDLOPXMFEHFNFOU��PS�SFDPHOJUJPO�CZ�UIF�
TDIPPM�� UISPVHI�DFSUJmDBUJPO� SFGFSFODFT�
OFXTMFUUFS�BSUJDMFT�BXBSET�BU�BTTFNCMJFT�
BDDFTT�UP�TQFDJmD�CFOFmUT�BTTPDJBUFE�XJUI�
UIF�XPSL��5IJT�TBZT��i:PV�SF�EPJOH�B�HPPE�
KPC��ZPV�SF�EPJOH�UIJT�PöDJBMMZw��5IJT�JT�UIF�
WFSZ�NJOJNVN�UIBU�UIF�TDIPPM�TIPVME�EP�
BDBEFNJD�DSFEJU��BTTFTTNFOU�PG�UIF�TLJMMT�
HBJOFE� FJUIFS� JO� B�QFSTPOBM� SFGFSFODF�PS�
XJUIJO� B� TVCKFDU�T� BTTFTTNFOU� QSPDFTTFT��
5IJT�TBZT��i:PV�WF�MFBSOFE�TQFDJmD�UIJOHT��
ZPV�WF�DPNQMFUFE�XPSL�SFRVJSFNFOUTw�
QSPWJTJPO� PG� UJNF�� GPS� UIF� UFBN� UP�
DPNQMFUF�UIFJS�XPSL�	JODMVEJOH�BMMPDBUJPO�
PG� UJNF� PS� SFQMBDFNFOU� BDUJWJUJFT� XJUIJO�
PUIFS�TVCKFDUT
��5IJT�TBZT��i:PV�IBWF�GPSNBM�
UJNF�XJUIJO�ZPVS� TDIPPM� DPNNJUNFOUT� UP�
EP�UIFTF�JNQPSUBOU�UIJOHTw�

� 0OF� XBZ� UP� BDIJFWF� UIJT� JT� UP� IBWF�
B� TZTUFN� PG� OFHPUJBUFE� FYFNQUJPOT� BOE�
SFQMBDFNFOUT� XJUIJO� BQQSPQSJBUF� TVCKFDUT�
o� XPSL� SFRVJSFNFOUT� UIBU� EPO�U� OFFE� UP� CF�
EPOF�PS�XPSL�SFRVJSFNFOUT�GSPN�UIF�4"5�UIBU�
SFQMBDF�PUIFS�DMBTT�XPSL�

t

t

t

3FRVJSFNFOUT
*U�JT�OPU�TVöDJFOU�KVTU�UP�DMBJN�UP�IBWF�
CFFO�PO�B�UFBN��TUVEFOUT�XJMM�OFFE�
UP�NBLF�TVSF�UIBU�UIFJS�4"5�XPSL� JT�
EPDVNFOUFE� o� B� EJBSZ� SFDPSET� PG�
NFFUJOHT�EFUBJMT�PG� SFQPSUT�XSJUUFO�
PS� UBMLT� HJWFO� SFTVMUT� PG� SFTFBSDI�
VOEFSUBLFO�� 5IFTF� OFFE� UP� CF�
PVUMJOFE�OFHPUJBUFE�BOE�BHSFFE� JO�
BEWBODF�

$SFEJU�$IFDLMJTU
"�DIFDLMJTU� DPVME�CF�EFWFMPQFE� GPS�
FBDI�JOEJWJEVBM�NFNCFS�PG�UIF�4"5�

UJNF�QSPWJEFE
GPSNBM�BTTFTTNFOU
DFSUJmDBUF
SFGFSFODF
TLJMM�PCKFDUJWFT�TQFDJmFE
XPSL�SFRVJSFNFOUT�TQFDJmFE
BDLOPXMFEHFNFOU�	BTTFNCMZ�FUD

USBJOJOH�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�QSPWJEFE
USBJOJOH�VOEFSUBLFO

&YBNQMFT
1SFWJPVT� 4"5T� JEFOUJmFE� TFWFSBM�
XBZT� PG� QSPWJEJOH� SFDPHOJUJPO�
BTTFTTNFOU�BOE�UJNF�
i5IFSF� XJMM� BMXBZT� CF� KPJOU� QSPKFDUT�
CFJOH�EFWFMPQFE�BT�QBSU�PG� UIF�404&�
DVSSJDVMVNw
i3FTFBSDI� RVFTUJPOT� GPS� 4"5� XJMM� CF�
JODMVEFE�JO�PUIFS�TVCKFDU�BSFBTw
i4"5�XJMM�CF�B�404&�FMFDUJWF�LOPXO�BT�
$PNNVOJUZ�4UVEJFTw
i4"5� NBZ� PDDVS� XJUIJO� BO� &OHMJTI�
DMBTTw
i4"5�XJMM� CF�B� GPSNBM� TVC�DPNNJUUFF�
PG�UIF�43$w
i"�EJTQMBZ�PG�MFBEFSTIJQ�BXBSET�HJWFO�
UP�4"5�NFNCFSTw
i"� QMBRVF� TBZJOH� UIBU� TUVEFOUT� XFSF�
SFDPHOJTFE�GPS�QBSUJDJQBUJOH�JO�4"5w
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NEXT  ISSUE

UPCOMING ISSUES

The second issue ReConnectEd will publish
will centre on student voice, agency and
participation in primary schools. The deadline
for article contributions for this edition is July
1st If you would like to share your stories of
student voice and work in the primary school
space, we would love to hear from you!
Alternatively, if the curriculum and
pedagogical practices are something that
you're passionate about, ReConnectEd's third
Issue will highlight existing curricula, what
should be in the curriculum and what
pedagogy is central to enhancing student
voice, agency and participation. The deadline
for these articles is October 31st. 

If you would like to contribute an article to
either edition, email
reconnected@studentvoice.org.au

Subscribe

To join ReConnectEd's mailing list, subscribe
here.

Additionally you can read our articles online
through this website
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Many individuals have given their time and expertise to the Australian Council for Student Voice in
the publication of this edition of ReConnectEd. The Editorial Team thank the contributors for their
significant contribution, involvement, and willingness to share their experience and expertise.

Contributors to this publication may be voluntarily engaged with the Australian Council for
Student Voice. For the full terms and conditions, including further information on copyright, see
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